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CHAPTER T TNTRODUCTTON

At the outset of the Practicumr the student had

planned to rneet the following three objectives.

1. To deveLop expertise in working with families where

the child is the presenting problem.

2, To employ structural,/strategic techniques and to

develop skiLls and a eoneeptual larowledge base in

this area.

3, To develop skills in evaluating outcome of structural,/

strategic interventions and to explore the usefulness

of a specific evaluative tooL in elinical work.

the student attempted to meet these objectives byr

7., Reviewing the literature in this arear

2, Completing practical work in a setting which rnaintains

a family orientation to solving children's problems.

The following report is a presentation of what

the student has learned in the process of cornpleting her

Practicum. The initial chapters consist of a JÍterature

review, while the final chapters discuss various aspects

of the Practicum itself' The literature review is intended

to cover three major areas ¡ a historical overview of family

therapy leading to the developlnent of the structural/stra'

tegic model i a description of the conceptual framework
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which underlies the model¡ and the application of the model

to famíIies which present their child as the problem. The

chapters on the Practicum attempt to integrate the theoreti-
cal concepts with the clinical work. The setting for the

Practicum and procedures is described, along with the prob-

lems and strengths of the setting for the student. Her

cases are reviewed and the personal learning experience of

the student is discussed, The evaluation model used is de-

scribed and analyzed and the findings on the treatment

outcome are presented. The final chapter provides an evalua-

tion of the Practicum as a whole, and of the structuralr/

strategic model its limitations and contributions to Social
\rlny.l¡ Þy.a r'* i co
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CHAPTE;ì 2 HISTOJìICAL OVERVIEiV OF F,'"'iv]ILY Ti{J]ì/iPY

. brief historical overview of the family therapy

field is presented here in an attempt to place the develop-

ment of structural/strale¿çic family therapy in context.

fts' roots are traced from the very early thinkers in tLre

family movement to the pivotal Bateson project (noley, 7974)

and finally to those practitioners responsible for conceptual-

izing the structural and strategic approaches as vre knov¡ it

toda¡¡. In addition, the predominant approaches of the most

reputable structural/sT,rategic therapists are presented.

ihe purpose of the historical overview is to introduce sorne

of the concepts presented in later chapters and give an

orientation to the major practitioners whose methods and

thoughts will- be referred to in future pages.

This chapter is organized in three phases. Phase

one presents some of the major pioneers in the field of

famil¡' therapy in whose ideas can be traced the crude be-

ginnings of structural/strategic notions. Phase two pre-

sents the work of the Bateson group and the individual- con-

tributions of its'members, The result of this work was to

form the for"rndation on rvhich structural- and strategic ideas

\{ere based. Phase three wil-l- present the major proponents

of the structural and strategic therapies as v¡elJ as those

practitioners presentJ-y engaged in structuralr/strategic

family therapy.
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PHASE 1 - EARLY THTN](ERS (r940-r960)

General systems theory, one coul-d argue, under-

pins all family therapy. As early as 1945, Ludwig Von Ber-

talanffly, a biologist, applied systems theory to psychiatry.

He described families as an open system containing properties

of whoLeness, relationship, and equifinity. He viewed feed-

back in the systern in eybernetic terms; that is, rather than

"a" affects I'b'affects "c" as in the linear model, Bertalanffly

used the circuLar model rrc'r leads back to "a". In this
paradign, pathology is derived from a "failure of the system

to function properly because of Lack of information" (Foley,

t9?4, p,þ3). Treatment then, eonsists of altering the feed-

back mechanism by correcting the information gap (Foley'

I9?l+, þ, 3g-L.;¿+) ,1

In the same decade a number of psychiatrists were

attempting to understand schizophrenia in a broader context.

In 1948 lyman Wynne tried to "devel-op a psychod¡mamic in-

terpretation of schizophrenia that takes into conceptual

account the social organization of the family as a who]e"

(poley, t9?4, p, 18). W¡mne described a "rubber fence" as

the boundary surrounding the family which expands and con-

tracts as is necessary to keep the schizophrenic member

lnside. His terms "pseudohostility" and "pseudomutuality"

1 Fo. further discussion of system theory consult Foley
(t9?4, p. 39),
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are used to describe the aligrunent and the lacl: of differen-

tiation of the schizophrenic in his family (Hoffman, 1980'

p, 35) , Vlynne 's thou.ghts become apparetrt in l,linucl, ir', 'E

later structriral concepts of boundaries, coalitions and en-

meshment.

In the 7950's, Theodore Lidz, a )lale psychiatrist,

relat,ed disturbed coninunication patterns in the marital re-

lationship to the development of schizophrenia. He saw the

importance of clear ¡'oIe def initiolls, particularly in the

distinct generationaL bourrcìaries; betl^;eeÌì lri:r€rrts arld thei.r

ctrildre¡. The structuraJ./sttat'egic ideas of Ï'ierarcì,¡: à.)':()

cross-generational bounda.ries; are fo:reshal-o't¿:.1 by Lidz.

ilu.rra¡, 3owe:::., a child psychiatrist in the 1950's

was one of the early pi-oneers of family therapy. (Brodkin,

1t80, p. 13). Bowen viewed the patient in terms of his;

extended family, conceptuaLizing him as part of "interloci:-
ing triangles" from which tlre identified patient must

differentiate and detriangulate in order to function weli

(ofun & Rappaport, 1980, p. II7). The structural/strategic

conception of triangUlation and triadic interaction ca.n be

found in Bowen's theories.

Àn overview of the pioneers in family therapy

could. not be compJ-ete without including the contribr-itions

of Nathan Akerman. Akerman, a psychoanalyst and child ps)I-

ctriatrist, did much to legitimize the famil-y tirer-apy move-

ment. He e¡nbraced botth the analytic and systerrrs approach.
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,A,kerman saw pathology of the individual as reflecting

an emotj.onal distortion in the family (Okun & Rappaport,

1p80, p. 50). As early as t938, he wrote "The Family as

a SOcial- and Emotional Unit" and he has ofien beet: t*¡"1¡rr-ril

to as the "grandfather" of family therapy (Guerin, 1976,

pr 12),
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PHASE 2 - THE BÂTESON GROUP AND THE DOUBLE BIND T}íEORY

The lO-year Bateson project (7952-1962) in which

language and communication patterns of schizophrenics

(among other things) were studied, laid the groundwork fo¡.

the d.evelopment of the structural./strategic model of fa.n.il¡'

therapy. Eaeh of the six members who worked on the project
(nateson, Ha1ey, Weakland, Fr)', Jackson, Satir) ha.ve silice

achieved protninence in their own right. The results of

the first phase of research were published in 1956 in the

classic paper "Toward a Theory of Schizophrenia" which ex-

pounds the double bind theory.

"Double bind" describes a context of habitual

systern impose on one another. "Under some circumstances

these impasses seem to elicit the responses known in their
aggregate as schizophrenia" (Hoffmarr, L!B0r p. 20), The

double bind is a message in which the overt demand at one

level is covertly nullified at another level. "Be spontatre-

ousl" is an example of a double bind message, ff one obeys

the directive to be spontaneous' it is in direct contradic-

tion to the spontaneitl, ¡ucause it is simpi¡;'a response to

the co¡nrnand, The communication is paradoxical and the only

response can be either to say it is inpossible to respond

adequa.tely to the messâBê, or to leave -uhe f iel.d. V,ltelt

neíther of these options is possible and this type of com-

munication becomes habitual, the result can be schizophrenia
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(iioffman, 1980r p.20).

The original work was l-a.ter qualified to include

more than two-person interactions. Bateson used the expres-

sion "the infinite dance of shifting coalitj.orrs" to describe

the interaction of the schizophrenic family (Hoffman, 1980,

p. 25) ,

The project leader, Gregory tsatesoll, ari eminent

anthropologist, had studied cornmunication patterns among

tribes in New Guinea and was interested in systems and

c)¡bemetics. Jay Haley, John \./eakland, anC lVillianr Fry

were the first to ;oin Bateson. i/eakland and Haley are

currently leaders in the strategic therapy field.

Virginia Satir joined the project in 1959. One of

Satir's major contributions was in using her charismatic

style of presentation to popularize the movement (Broderick

& Schrader, 1p81, p. 25). A communications therapist,

Satir helped famiLies develop clearer communication through

focusing on feelings, growth' and the development of self-
esteem (olcun & Rappaport, 1980, p. 96),

Psychiatrist Don D' Jackson joined the Bateson

pro jeet in 1.954 as the clinical director, and was the first
to introduce the idea of "family homestasis" to the group,

Jackson maintained that families under stress developed

certain interactional patterns designed to maintain their

equilibriun. He claimed that for a disturbed family to re-

tain its stability, one member was needed to develop a
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mental illness. Jackson observed that when the patient

improved, the family equilibrium was upset and woulcl only

be restored when the patient relapsed or another family

member became i]1' Jackson saw the therapist's role as

disturbing the homeostasis in order to create room for

change. He employed what later became lclown as strategic

techniques including paradoxical injunctions and relabel-

ling. (These techniques will be described in detail in

Chapter 4) (Ofun & Rappaport' 1980, P. 84)'

In t959 Jaekson established and became director

of the Mental Research Institute (l\ßI). The MRI spawned

a great number of research projects, publications, books

and crea ve expe

practise. À number of offshoots of MRI were established

to study various specific problem groups and techniques

in working with them, The most notable of these, for the

purposes of this report, is the Brief Therapy Centre '
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The Brief Therapy Centre was established to

explore what could be done wíth a variety of problems in

a short time. The therapists, Richard Fisch, Paul Watzwalick'

John Weakland and Arthur Bodinr are considered by some to

be pure strategic therapists. they do not focus on chang-

ing the farnily organization, but plan strategies to elimin-

ate the s}¡mptom. Their orientation views strategic family

therapy as a theory of change. They view problems being

created by the mishandling of everyday life difficulties.

Their concern is what works to change the way people handle

their problems. (watzlawick et al, I974)

Conditions for treatment are fairly rigid. These

incl-ucte a ten-sessf on Itlirxrlllu¡t¡ wr r'/¡¡ vçr J 4e urY ç

Focus is strictly on the presenting problem, ignoring other

areas of dysfunction' Therapists use a repertoire of Stra-

tegic techniques such as "reframing" and "paradoxical in-

junctions,,, however, their techniques are somewhat distinc-

tive in the way they work with resistance, avoiding confron-

tation with the family. The Brief Therapy centre bases its

thinking on the works of Jackson and Haley (goain, t98! '

p. 2gI). (Parodoxes, what they are and how they work will

be dealt with in ChaPter 4)

Jay Haley is a major proponent of strategic family

therapy and some rnay credit him with its original inception.

Haley,s thinking seems to have evolved through a number of

phases .,Zigzagging...from process to form" (Hoffman, 1980'

p, 2BO). His early work with Bateson was primarily con-
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cerned with communlcation as a means of defining power in a

relationship. "strategies of Psychotherapy" (1963) focuses

on the process of defining oneself in a power position and

how one can appl-y this to theraPY.

Coneurrent}y, Bateson introduced Ha1ey to Milton

Erikson, the famous hypnotist and lnnovative therapist.

Assigned to study paradoxical communication in hypnosis,

Haley became fascinated with Erikson's unusual, directive

way of worklng with patients. Erikson was a master of using

paradoxical injunctions to overcome his patient's resist-

anee. A].though he did treat indivlduals ' Erikson had a

family-1ife cycle orientation. i{e viewed his patients as

getting stuck in a particular developmental Etage, needing

-r^ ! ¡- ¡.n .r.laa ¡av* c*q cra - Hal aw nrllrl i ehorì A
uu PaaÞÞ þ¡rI vuó¡¡ ¡ v vv e¡¡v

number of papers and books about Erikson's techniques, most

notably "Uncommon Therapy" (Haley, 7973), Haley credits

Erikson with providing him the key ideas of the strategic

family therapy approach (Hatey, !9?6, P, Y'¡ preface).

Haley's next phase of development began in 1967,

when he joined the Philadel-phia Child Guidance Clinic at a

time when structural farnily therapy was being formulated'

and refined. His now cl-assj.c bocrk, "FrobLern Sol-virrg îherapy"

(tg?6), demonstrates Haley's concern for family organiza-

tion which he terms hierarchical structure. He shows how

problems can be assessed by looking at those organizational

sequences which surround and maintain the problem (Hoffman'

1980, p, 280)'
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Haley's recent book, "Leavi-ng Home (1980 ) ' de-

scribing the treatment of "mad young people" (p. ?) and

their families, marks yet ,another ma jor contribution he

has mad.e to the field. I:a1ey defines tÌ¡e i'eccentric" or

"mad" young person as triangulated Jretween corrfl-icteo

parents v¿ho ca.nno*,, a.llotv their daughter/son to assume ad.ult

responsibilities and leave home, for fear of conîrorrtirig

their owyì rela.ti-orrshi.p' Haley describes the overall

social controf system in terrns of hierarchy artd power,

with insight into the undermining effect it may have in

therap¡r with young adults labe1led schiZolþ¡g¡!ç.

The corunon thread throughout Ha1ey's work is the

persistant philosophy of norr-patholory. Haley will not

Iabel people by ascribing pathology to an individual; he

defines problems as invol-ving at least three people and

generally sees working through them in stages.

Cloe Madanes has added the no'uion of "incongruous

hierarchies" (Madanes, 1!81, p. ?7) to Haley's theories, de-

scribing in organizational terms the effect of the symptom

bearer on the family system. She sees the identified pa-

tient as "protecting" the family and employs "pretending"

with families in an original way to v,'orlç ori problenls. lier

recent book, "strategie Family Therapy" (1981 ) ' articulates

strategíc ideas in an extremel-y lucid rnanner. l\{adanes'

like Haley,, is now considered a strategic therapist' how-
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ever, she has had her original tra-ining in structural fanrily

therapy working together with salvador i'linuchiri.

Minuchin is the rna.jor proponent of structural

family therapy. His initial work took place in the earl¡'

Ig60 's at the Wil-twick School f or Boys. There lrlinuchín

worked with underorganized anci socially disadvantaged

families who had at least two delinquent chifdren' Minuchin

found. that abstract psychoanalytic insight-based therapies:

were frustrating to this group' The¡r needed to see visible

behaviour change and CoIrCI.ê+u€ solutions to their problerr's

(Aponte, 1!81, p. 310). "Families of the Slums" (1967),

which documen+vs this workr presents the implicat'ions for

interventions which later develop into structural famii¡''

therapy.

l,iinuchin became the direetor of the Philadelphia

Child Guidance CIi.nic in 1965, refining and developing the

structural approach with his colleagues. the outcome was

a present-orientated therapy in which problems were enacted

in the therapy room rather than simply discussed. In this

situation, the therapist becotnes actively involved in re-

structuring the family organization in the interview itself'

Brief1y, Minuchirì viev;s the fanily in terrus of

its organization and demarcation of subsystems. The thera-

pist's task is to first join with the family systenr and then

intervene to clarify boundaries and encourage appro]'riate
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distances between subsYstems.

structural and strategic ideas will be expanded

upon in the following chapter. liowever, the divergence in

their a¡rproaches malr become clearer by comparing t'linuchin's

focus witlr that of the lfilan group, who' ljke the Brief

Therapy Centre, are considered to be pure strategic thera-

pists. The llilan group consists of tJÏara Palazzolj-Selvini,

L uigi Boscolo, Gianfranco Cecchin and Guiliana Frata. The¡r

began as analysts and ctirrently use a variet)¡ of cr:eative,

strategic techniques, many of them paradoxical. These are

outlined in their book¡ "Paradox and Counter Faradov'" (1978),

.ê. nun:ber of features makes this group unique in their con-

tributions to the field, most importatrtly, their rigidl-v

siructured forniat for working with familles. Some of tþeir

conditions are !

1. There are a maximun of 10 appointments scheduledt one

month apart. In most j-nstances the¡r will refuse to

treat a farnily more frequentl)' than olrcê â rrtoll+t'h' The'

rnonth-long intewal gives the family time to react to

and. eope with the crisis brought about by their assigned

perscriptiori (Palozzol j.-Selvini, M. , 1980(b) )

2, There is always at least one therapist observing behind

the olle -'da)¡ ¡riit:l'c'r'.

3, /'.fter scn)e time is give¡ to observe the fanril¡', tÌ':e

therapist leaves the room and discusses the family

interaction with his colleagues who collaboratively
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design an oral or written prescription to present to

the family. In these collaborative sessions, the Mil-an

group share each others expertise in formulating an as-

sessment of the families'probLem. Problems will be

defined in terms of interaction between family members

rather than ascribing pathology to individual"s.

l+. The wording of the prescription is meticulously arranged

and may take hours to compose. These prescriptions are

designed to attack dysfunetional family interaetions

often by using paradoxical methods. (Faradoxical fnter-
ventions described in Chapter 4). True to the strategic

tradition, changes are expected to occur at home rather

than in the interview as a result of the prescrition

given. After the first interview, which is primarily

diagnostic, sessions focuo mainly on the family members

reaction to the assigned prescription.

Based on the feedback obtained, another powerful-

prescription is designed. The group will abandon a technique

if it is not working, and consequently will design a new

strategy to attack the family probLem t '

In recent years¡ they have begun to screen out

all but the most difficult family problems for research pur-

poses. Considering the usual degree of hopelessness felt

by helping professions, the Milan group has achieved an

extraordinary measure of success with families of schizo-

phrenics (Palazzo1i, et al, L97B),
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Structural and strategic therapists tend to bor-

row intervention techniques from one another. They seem

to be natural complements in therapy because of the basic

coneeptual framework which they share. This is an outcome

of the collaborative efforts of Haley and liinuchin in the

1960',s,

Maurizo Andolfi and Duncan Stanton are perhaps

the most well-lnrown therapists who drarc from the struet,ural,/

strategic mod,e1. They both work with an extremely difficult

population group (add.icts and schizophrenies) a.nd f inci the;'

seleet a more struetural or strategic orientation depending

on the situati"on.

Andolfi (et à\, 198'0 (b)) and hi-s grouJl in Ronie,

¡ /---^ r^ -! - 4l^^sâ-..i ^¿^ ñr1-.^r. l¡^r'¡ t'! I
Il afyt AI'g !j LI-UÇ VlÀL-dL/ Þ L.I-a uçË)J'Ç vr!çrø.yru

signed a moiel for wol:liing with families of schizophrenics

who tend to be highly resistant to treatment and change.

Their model outlines wherr it is appropriat,e t,o use strategic

tecl,niques and wÏ¡en str:riet,ural techniques need to be em-

ployed. (The model is presented in Cha.pter þ)

Briefly, Andolfi will approach a very disturbed

family with a strategic orientatiort, ¡"ês¡re¡6ing to tþeir

paradoxical messages with paradoxical replies. For examl¡ler

a family says it wants help, l'êt viev¡s the ídentified

patient as incurable. Andolfi will stress the dangers of

change, Vêt consistently projects his view that the identi-

fied patient is normal and his behaviour logical and voluntar)'.
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Only when the family has proven it wants to change

will Andolfi stop the strategic, paradoxical techniques ayrd

start to work directly and structurally to restructure the

familíes' organizatiorr. fn the termination phase, vrhen the

family asserts it can make it on its own' AndoLfi will re-

vert to a st::ategic approach by serrdittg therr off witþ a.

\^/ar¡irig to "vietcÏ, ou-t", implyingr once again, the dangers

of change (Stanton, 1981 , (c ) , P. 3?,9'). Paradoxically, bV

warning the family about the dangers of change' .A,ndolfi ex-

pects to induce it. l)' valirlat.ing and even exa.€,gerating

the families'fear of changing, the family will paradoxicall¡r

become less fearful ano be more incl jned to <:hange,

Stanton and Todd (L?BZ) also use a structural,/

strategic approaclt successful-3y with the famil ies of drug

addicts. Stanton conceptualizes the addict's addiction as

resultlng fronr a fanrily dysfunction whe¡e, like Hale.v's

schizol.hr.enic youl-tg peo1,le, they are unable to "leave home".

The families of drug addicts tend to be a veri¡ defensíve a-nd

resistant group' generally with multiple problems.

stanton suggests using well-thought out strategies

if and when the family is demonstrating resistanee. V/hen

the therapist senses the family's co-operation' Stanton ad-

vocates reverting to a structural orientatj.on. He uses the

classically strategic technique of "positive connota.tiort",

i.ê., "ascribing the most noble intentions to their actions"

(Stanton, 1.981 , (c), P. 389) throu¿ihout, t,o gain the family's
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co-operation. In the recruitment stage (when familiel; of

addicts displa¡r greatest resistance to family treatment)

Stanton will have a strategic orientation in desisXrring

unique strategies tailorecl to motivate individual fa'rnilies.

Lasting ehanges however, are affected by altering under-

lying famil-y structures which statrton vjev¡s a. nec€si,.âr'v ¿ro

allow the addict to freel-y leave his family'
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CHAPTER J - STRU URAL,/STRA EGIC CONC PTUAL FR WORK

INT&opUcTroN

Structural/strategic family therapy is an amalga-

mation of Minuchln's structural approach to family therapy

with the strategic approaches pioneered by Haley and others

(see Chapter 2). Haley was instrumental in developing

structural farnily therapy and consequently, these two approaches.

are in many ways quite eompatible. ,{lthough there exists a

distinct difference in focus, both approaches share notions

of how problems develop and how families are organized.

while this eommon base exists, there is a difference in

perspective in conceptualizing the faruily system and hence '

the consequent intervention strategies'

The structural approach is primarily form-oriented¡

it views the farnily through its forms' strüctures, and organi-

zation, The struetural therapist will intervene with the

goal of rnanipulating dysfunctional family structures'

îhestrategictherapistisprocess-oriented.¡{e
will view the System ín terms of how its problems were formed

and how they may be resofved. His intervention attempts to

change the t^ray people have been dealing witir thei.r problêffisr

Inspiteofdifferentorientations,bothapproaches
are interiwined. The struc*r,uralist urust gairr a deep u:'l'cer'-

.3-randing of the family interaction, the process of reJai'ior:

rçhich rr;aiilta j-ns the dysfunctional Structu'res ' The strategist

needs to k¡row who is involved in the problem and how the
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problem nanifests itseLf in the structure of family inter'-

action, Both therapists search for behavioural interactions

which are dysfunctional. Hoffman (f9AO) states that "struetura-

lists need to admlt their knowledge of process and the strate-

gists need to aclmit to their Ìrnowledge of forns" (p, ?78),

structural family therapy has been ealled a "theory

of famil-y" (Minuchín, t9?4') in contrast to strategic family

therap¡, which has been caLled a "theory of change". (ivatzl"awick

et â1, t9?l+). A theor¡' of fanill,' attempts to u,nders;ta¡rd family

functioning in this case, by analyzing and evaluating the

structures and organization which al-Iow the fanily to carry

out its functions. À theory of change focuses orl how change

occÌirsr hovl prob,lenrs are forrnulated, anC hov; they are resolved.

This student attempts to view the structural/sttategic approach

as a cohesive rnodel which studies how one effects change with-

in a family structure. $tthin this frarnework, the therapist's

point of intervention will vary with the situation, appLying

strategic and structural techniques selectively' over tj"me'

to different situations even rvithin the same family.

The following chapters of the Literative review are

in faet a synthesis of the eonceptual model and diagnostic

and. interventive techniques whieh the student ul-itized in her

clinieal work with families. The student drew from numerous

diverse sources in the structural and strategic family therapy

Literature in ord.er to present the basic tenets of structural",/

strategic farnily therapy as a cohesive model. This model was

particularly appropriate for the student because of its
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application to families presented with a variety of child

problems.

B. CoNC UÀL FRAÌ/IEWOfìt( STRUCTUR ÀLISTRÂTEGIC IúODEL

The structural/strategic model- views the indivi-

dual a¡rt his problems within his social context. The in-

dividual's most basic unit of social context is the family'

and therefore, is chosen as the unit of intervention when

problems arise. The famil¡r is conceptualized as a living

system which utilizes transactions between individuals in

order to carry out its various roles and functions. Over

time, these transactions create a structure which determines

how family members will relate to one another. Beeause of

the eomplexity of (its) roles and functions, each family

will have developed a repertoire of structures which is

uniquely its oWTl. Some of the structures become dominant

while others are subordinate. The dominant struciures touch

many facets of family functioning (Aponte¡ 1p81, p' )tZ)'

"The family system differentiates and carries out

its functions through subsystems. Subsysterns can be formed

by generation, b), sex' by interest or by function" (Minuchin'

1g?4, p. 52), Every individual belongs to a number of sub-

systems where he has different functions, makes contact with

different people, and learns different skil-ls. The major

subsystems in most families are the spouse, the parental-

child, and the sibling. (These will- be described in greater

d.etail in Chapter 4. )
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The structural/siraÌ,egic view diverges from general

systems theory in that "systems theory" sees eaeh element

of the system as equal¡ i.€.; having an equivalent status

and power to one another (Fole)', I9?4, P. 40). The structural,/

strategic perspective views the farnily as organizing itself
in a hierarchy with a differentiated power arrangement.

Universalfy, the natural hierarchy in a family has parents

higher than children and grandparents higher than parents'

There are three major ways in which a family organizes its
subsystems to perform their duties¡ bo.uldårv, aliegrme-nt,

and porryer.

"The boundaries of a subs ¡rstem define who par-

ticipates and how" (t{inuc}rin, I9?l*, p. 53), Boundaries serve

to monitor the amount of contact with and intrusion from

other subsystems. An overly permeable and diffuse boundary

woul,d ind.icate that members of the subsystem are too involved,

unable to differentiate from one another, with the result

that members may be included in functions inappropriate for

them. If this type of boundary is the dominant one' the

family would be called "enmeshed".

At the opposite extreme is the "disengaged" family,

with highly rigid boundaries. Consequently, there is too

much distance and autonomy of the subsystems operating.

Àl-t farnilies are seen to fall somewhere on the continuum

from disengaged to enmeshed (Minuchin, I9?4, P.54).

Boundaries are expected to change appropriately

with the developmenta} stage in the family life eycIe. For
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exampÌe, a mother is expected to be enmeshed with her new-

born child. When the child grows to adolescence however,

the boundaries must allow it more distance so that a measure

of autonomy can develop. Froblems often relate to a family

becouring 'stuck' in a particular developmental stage¡ the

family structure lacks the fl-exibility to reorganize success-

ful1y and to allow new structures to generate themselves.

Âlignment refers to one member joining with another

in opposition to a third or more members. In a healthy

family, rnembers can shift alignments flexibly and appropriately

to the situation at hand. .fn a dysfunctional family, two

members may collude consistently regardless of the situation.

This is ealled a "stable coalition". I f two people eoLlude

and appoint another person as the 'problem', this is called

"detouril1g". Two persons may also attempt to coll-ude with

a third against each other. This is caLled "triangulation"
(.A,ponte, 1981 , p. 114). Haley details coalitions wTrich span

two or three generations. He finds that the problem is most

severe when these cross-generational- coalitions are denied

or concealed (Ha1ey, 1976, p, 109).

Poller alludes to the amount of influence one

famil-y member has in relation to another on the outcome of

an activity, A function can only be completed successfulÌy

if the subsystem has more power than those who oppose it.
If, for example, a stable coalition which opposes a parent

exists, the parent may have little power or influence in

his role.
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The structural'/sÌ,rategic model sees problem forma-

tion and resolution as a key eoncept to understanding how a

therapist affects change. The MRI group have done extensive

work in thisarea, viewing proÞlem creation as the result of

mishandling in everyday life diffícu1ties. When people per-

sist in an attempted sol-ution, despite the evidence that

this proposed solution is not working, they inadvertently

prolong and maintain the problem. Everyday life difficuLties

have solutions although they may require an expenditure of

time, effort, money, and/or emotional pain. Persistent mis-

handling exasperates the problem to the point that the par-

ticipant is paralyzed and must seek outside help (goflin' 1981'

p. ?83),

rn a family, thê mëta-rules, or" r'ules abr¡ut chang-

ing rules, must be clearly established. If a family has no

implicit mechanism which a1lows its members to acknowledge 
'

agree uponr or adopt necessary revisions' a paradoxical

situation is created where no solution can be found' Change

in this situation can best occur by employing paradoxieal

methods necessary to respond to the paradoxical problem

(no¿in, 1981 I p, 283). (Specific paradoxical techniques

will be dealt with in ChaPter þ)
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Therefore, changing the rules

change or second order change

change familY meta ru1es.
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is not suff icient. Ilieta-
2 is required in order to

The structura!/sttategic therapist must identify

and intervene in those dysfunctional- behavioural sequences

which generate and ma.intain dysfunc+"ional" family structure.

Because those Sequences are currently operativet this approach

is present-oriented with no formal attempt at collecting a

history (stanton, IgB1", (e), P, )?2). The assumption here

is that a past trauma did not cause the present behaviour

problern, rather the current situation is eausal to the prob-

Iem. (rrre pre sent-orientat ion anri brev i ty of therapl,, wi I l

be viewed criticaliv in Chapter' 7')

The therapist may choose to interrupt the seqtelirie

in a variet¡,'of wa¡is. l',e may require tTre fan:ily to enact

the interaction in the therap¡t fooll: or he fllaJ'r assiSn "hcn:Ê-

worii." , a 1;¡-rsll specif icall;'' t,ailo::ed to -'he fari-'i1y's unique

2 First order change and second order change are terms coined
by the B.T.C, to-differentiate between change on various
mäta levels. first order" change refers to the logical com-
Dotî-sêrrs€ way of changing a situation to solve a problem.
Seeond order change rèfers to a eounter-inuitive cìrange
made which althou[h seemingly illogical may, clear_the vì¡ay

to spontoneous chãnge thus-solving the problem" -For exainple,
the insomniac who tiies harder to make himself sleep (first
order change) is likel-y, because of anxiety ?bout the prob-
Iem, to peipetuate his- insomnia, To solve the problem' a

iitéiapist *ãuro forbid him to 9]9ep (second order change )

witn the "*pà"t.tion that he will eventually become tired
and spontoneouslY falI as1eeP.
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interaction. The task may be direct such as advising

parents who are over-invol-ved with their chil-dren to talte

a vacation. Or the task may be paradoxical, such as requír-

ing a couple with maritat problems to rise daily at 6¡00 ârnìo

for a prescribed session of fighting. (Tasks and other tecli-

niques rvill be dealt with in detail in Chapter 4).

, Therapy is conducted in stages, with the major

goal and measure of success being the solution of the pre-

senting problem. The goal of structural/sttategic thera-

peutic interventions is to change family organization or

the dysfunctional- aspects (boundaries, alignments, power

structure ) so that the presenting problem is unnecessary

(lt{adanes, 1981, p. 22). The family is asked to define its
goals in concrete, measurable, and realistic terms so that

quickly as possible.

The student sees defining concrete measurabl-e

goals as an important process for client and therapist in-

vol"ved in any type of therapy. Haley (19?6) tallcs of therapy

in terms of "fair exchange" comparable to a business trans-

action (p. 195). The client should lcrow in explicit terms

why he/she is receiving service (frefp) and what constitutes

completion of the therapy. The problem solving approach

could be contrasted to a growth orientation where the goal

is to evolve and self actualize to a greater degree ' (These

positions will be contrasted in Chapter 7).
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If the presenting problem has not been resolved'

therapy has failed, the therapist is held responsible. He

is expected to be active and direct' always maintaining thera-

peutic eontrol. This requires planning on the therapist's

part and. a thorough understanding of the dysfunctional se-

quences and structures which preserve the prob]em.

strategic, paradoxical techniques will be employed

with difficult farnilies until resistance is overcome and a

commitment to work is obtained. Ât this stage, the therapist

will shift to a structural approach where the family works

to change dysfunctional structures.
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A.

CHTLD T THE PRESENTTNG PROBLEi\,1

This chapter of the practieum report wilr attempt
to present the apprication of the structural/strategic modeL

to the specific population of families who present with
their child as the problem. This approach has been used

by Haley, I{inuchin, Andolfi, Stanton and others in working

with ps}¡chosomatic children, delinquents, drug addicts,
schizophrenic young adults and a host of other child prob-

lems ranging from fear of dogs to "messing pants,, (ltaley

t9?3, (¡)).

UNT 0 F¡.MTLY SAR
SEEN TO DEVELOP FRoM À Sî RI] URAL,/STRÀTEGIC PERSPECT TvE

This section will begin by describing how a

healthy family is organized and expected to function. It
will then be explained how a child may develop symptoms as

a result of dysfunctional family interaction. The meaning

of the child's s¡rmptom wíll be examined in its context.

Âeeording to this model, if a family has sub-

systems whleh are fulfilling their expected ro1es, the

boundaries around each subsystem and the family system are

elear and unambiguous, there are no unhealthy alignments,

and the power hierarchy is intact, then it is unlikely a

child will have problems.

In a well-functioning family, the spouse, the

parent-child, and the sibling subsystems fulfill certain
functions, eaeh being endowed with the power to execute
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their role. Ideally, the spoL¡se subsystem should serve as

a refuge from exterr'ta1 stress and as a matrix for contact

with other social sJ¡stems. It should foster creativity'
growth and interdependence and support. There needs to be

a boundary around the spouse subsystem shielding it from

excessive demands and intrusions from the children (Minuchin,

19?4, þ, 56) ,

The main function of the parent-chil-d subsystem

is to social 3.2e, nurture and guide the children. The parents

must not set rigid controls, Vet limits and authority must

be maintained in relation to their children. The boundary

around the parent-child subsystem should allow chi]dren

access to both parents, Vet exclude the children from spouse

The role of the sibling subsystem is to provicle

a social laboratory, where children can learn to negotiate 
'

co-operate and compete with their peers. The. boundary

around this subsystem should allow the children to apply

their skills in the outside world and to bring extrafamilial

experiences back into their sibling world (Nlinuchin, t974,

p. 59) ,

The boundary around the whole, well-functioning

family should be clear, with a "partial door open to t1"

extended family" (so¿in, 1981, p. 2?5) and openness to non-

family and. community members. The structures of a healthy

famiLy should be "adequate to and harmonious with the func-

tions of individual members, its subgroups and the social-
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envíronment of which it is part" (Âponte & Van Deusen,1981,

p. )t3).

The relationship to the nuclear family to i*,,s

extended family and to the community nay vary according to

cultural baekground, such as native or third world families

or family structure such as single parent families. The

usefulness of the structural/sttategic model in these cases

will be examined in ChaPte? 7.

Child Prob1e

one also takes into ac

behaviourgl sequences

that "to be organized means to follow patterned redundant

vrays of behaving and to exist in a hierarchy" (p. 101') ,

The natural hierarehical arrangement in the Western

ms cannot be fu]
count two basie

and hierarehy.

Iy understood unl-ess

ideas ¡ that of

Haley (t9?6) states

worl-d is that parents are higher thanr or in charge of their

children. '¡rhen the hierarchical arrangement is confused,

the individual displays s¡rmptoms. Madanes (1981 ) sees

symptom development as an attempt to change hierarchical

arrangements by rebalanc ing the power relat iolship s (.p. Jí' ) .

Haley (t976) states that the hierarchy can be confused in

two ways: one lvalr is through ambiguity, so that no one ]crows

who is his superior and who is his peer (p.102). The second

way confusion can occur is wherr on.e member of a híerarc]',icai

ler¡el consistently forms a coalition against a peer witlr a

member of another hierarchica1 leveL, thus violating basic

'rul-es of organization. Ân exaniple of this would be a mother
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who consistently colludes wlth her sorÌ ag¿iirrst the father.

By o'bserving the behavioral sequences that occur

in a fanily, one can map out a hierarchy. Rigid, repetitive
sequences of a narrow range def ine patho-ì-og;'. Therapeutic

chan65e is designed to bring more complexity into rel¿rij.c'1,-

ships, allowing for a greater number of alternative ways

for people to interact with one another (äatey , !97(,, D,

7o4-5),

Child probletns must be conceptualized in terns

of at least three steps in a sequeltce, and three leveIs of

a hierarchy (Ha1ey, 7-9?6, p, 108). For example, the thera-

pist can conceptualize the three-ste¡, sequence as! cLi-1d

does 'x' in reaction to mother, who reacted to father who

to the participants in the sequence by their generational

Ievel, tha.t is, their different order in the power hier-
archy. Â three-generatio¡, conflict couLd for examP1e, be,

a grandmother who colludes with a grandson against his mo+"her.

À typical example of a two-getreration conflict
will illustrate how sequence and hierarchy are integral to
understanding and conceptualizing a chilrJ 1rrob1em. i"lother

is overly jnvolved with her son, and deals with him by a

combination of affection and exasperatiorr. The son's symp-

tomatic behaviour becomes more pronounced. The rnol;her, or

son, cal-l on the father to help resoLve the diffículty.
The father steps in to take charge ancl deal- with the sono

The mother then reacts against the father, insistirrg tirat

he is not handling the situation properly. She reacts with
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an attack on the father. Father withdraws, giving up on

the attempt to disengage mother and child. IViother arrd

child continue to interact until an impasse is reached in
which the sequence is repeated. In the above behavioural

sequence, mother has crossed the generational boundary and

sided with her child against the father (Haley,79?6, p,775),

Child problems viewed fron: this perspective, siee

the child's s¡rmptomatic behaviour as a cornmunication vehicie

for the parents. The child metaphorically expresses what

ie happening in the marital rel-ationship. Put another wâV,

the child beeomes the stabilizing force in the marriage

(Hatey, L9?6, þ, t!6). irladanes 39eI) sees the child as

"protecting" the parents. She expla.ins that the chilci "pro-

vides respite from the parents t own troubles and a reason

to overcome their own difficulties...by focusinE their
parental concern on hirn (tt¡e child)" (p. 66). According to

l"ladanes, this protection gives the child too much power,

"Inconguous h ierarchies" is the term she uses to denote

parents and ehild simultaneously occupyitrg two different
power levels. Parents who are naturally in a superior

pos5tion in the hie::archy, b¡r virtue of being the parents

of their child, are simultaneously in an inferior position

because the¡¡ need the child's protecl,ion. The child is
also eaught in an incongruous hierarchy¡ he is in an in-
ferior posítion as a child, but a superior position as the

protector of his parents.
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Prior to discussing therapeutic intervention in

the system to effect change, a final comment is needed con-

cerning the development of child problenis in the context of

the fanrily life cyc1e, As children, parents, and grand-

parents age and mature, hierarchies aird Sec¡r.¡€ìt... change .

There occurs an extraordinary reversal of hierarchical struc-

tures in the family life cyc1e. Children shift from being

the object of parental care, to becoming their parents' peers

upon reaching adulthood, to taking care of parents in their

o1cl age. Natural developmental changes take plaee over the

course of time. However, when fa.rnilies do not change and

develop over time but become fixated in a specific dy'sfunc-

tional interactional sequence of behaviour, the therapist

is required to intervene and iti-uroduce changes that the

natural Process has been una e o ac a e a êYr

p, 12S). The assumption here is that a developnentaf crisis

could be the cause of prcblens r This idea supports the no-

tion that problems are not rooted in past trauma, bttt rather

in current interaetions and therefore taking a history is

no'r, relevent to discove::i.ng the cause of famil-y difficulties.

B. GOA],S OF INTERVEIVI ION

The follov¡ing section wiLl focus on what struc-

tural,/strategic family therapy sees as the goals for vrork

when a chilci is presented as the problem. First, there will

be an examination of¡

i. General therapeutic goal5 and how one uses the present-

ing problem. Then the stages of therapy where primary
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and secotlda.ry goals are established wil1 be applied to
work with special- cases. Finally,

ii. .4, revievr of the assessment process is covered.

J-. GOAL SETT ING

The goal of j-ntervention 'can be seen fror¡ tv¿o v¿rtr-

tage points -- how the therapist views the goal and, what is
presented to the family as the goal of therapy. The thera-
pist sees his goal as intervening in the dysfunctional be-

haviour sequences in such a way as to effect change. $hen

there are children problems, the therapist will try to change

the dysfunctional sequences by preventing coalitions across

genera.tíonal boundaries. The therapist achieves this goal

by strategically atig¡ing with individuals or coalitions
while simultaneously remaining neutral (Hatey', !9?6, p, 1t9),

Greater co-operation frour the faniJ-y wiLl result
if the therapist uses the presenting problem (ttrat which

bothers the family most) as the ostensible ther:apeutic goal.

From the family's viewpoint, the child is the problem, and

the family will probabl¡¡ not even understand why it is being

invited to the interview. It is not crucial- for the family

to understand that the scope of the presenting problem en-

compasses the entire famil¡r unit. It is howeverr nocêsjsary

to entist their co-operation in doing whatever the thera-
pist requests in order to overeome the presenting problem

(Haley, L976, p, 130). (The issue of how much information

a therapist can ethieally conceal from a family is disctrssed

in Chapter 7).
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In fact, therapy is only considered successful jf the pre-

senting problem is either eliminated, reduced or the fam-

ily's perception of the problem has changed to the extent

that it no longer causes them distress. The I'ilìI group pre-

sent tl-re rationale for focusing on the presenting problen.

"The presenting problem offer:s in one package what the

patient is ready to work on, a concentrated manifestation

of whatever is wrong and a concrete index of any progress

made " ( \^ieakland et al- , I97 4, p . t47 ) ,

fn summation, the major goal of intervention in
a. famil¡' vrith child prol-rIems is to eliminate the presating

problem by changing the dysfunctional sequence which main-

tains it.

Dysfunctional sequences are changed in steps.

The first step is to iderrtify the sequence v¿hich maintains

the problem. The second step is to establish a goal based

on what and how they are involved irr the sequence, Never-

tireless, the goal is always to draw a generational line and

prevent consistent coaljtions across this iine. This means

that the adults should be involved with each other and dis-

efrgaged from the childn who can and should have greater in-
volvement with his peers. For example, if the sequenee is

identified as grandmother eonsistently joir-rirrg ehild against

mother, the goal would be to have mother retain charge of

the child while grandmother is relegated to an advisory po-

sition. The third step is to create a diff'erent abnorrnal.
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situation replacing the original orrêo This is based on the

premise that therapy must progress through stages, tha.t a

s¡rsterr cannot go frOm dysfunctiorral to 'cured' in one step

(itatey , !9?6, p, t?o),

Thus changing the dysfunctiorial sequence whieh

maintains the presenting problem can be regarded as a

primary goali however, to reach ttlis goalr the famil.]¡ rnust

first progress througþ a rJL{Iûber of intermediate goals.

The first intermediate goal is the creation of

a new a'bnormal situation or hierarchy' The new arrangenient'

although it is abnormal and not the final' one ' is necessary

in order that the shift to a more FeâSorrêblê hierarchy ca.n

take p]ace. The second intermediate goal.may be either

the ereation of another abnormal situation or a more norrr,aL

olie .

generational boundar¡i has been drawn arld the pri-nar¡r goal

has been reached, since the presenting problen is no longer

evident or distressing. Two examples illustrate the poi¡t.

In the case of the grandmother consistently colluding with

the child against the mother, the therapist may p1.ace the

grandmother in complete charFge of the child' rather tharr

inmediately directing her into an advisory position to the

mother (which is the intended primary goal ). The therapist

will later put the mother in com¡,lete charge of her child.

In the final stage, the grandmother is relegated to the

position of being the motherrs advisor (Iíale¡', t9?6, p. 721;¡,
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Another example wil-l be drawn fron HaÌey's early thoughts

on the subject written in his article "Strategic Therapy

Vlhen a Child ïs Presente<ì as the Problem" (7971 (U)). He

writes of a situation where the mother is overly-involved

with the son, ancl the father: is on the peripher¡'. lialey

views three stages l,'efore the primary goai is; reached:

1. fn the first stage father and son and
therapist become involved in an activity
together, whil"e nother i-q shifted to the
periphery.

2. In the second stage, mother and father
and therapist are intensely involved,
while the child drops ou-u of tire adult
struggle anC is free to join his pee:'s.

3, In the third stage, the therapist must
disengage and get out, leaving the par-
ents involved with each other and the
boy involved with friends. (p, 647)

Vlhile the first two stages are abnormal situationsr the¡,

lead up to the final stage which is a normal situation.

Hoffman (1980) states that Ì{a1ey's two ideas' the "track-

ing of organizational sequences in assessing the problem

and. going through stages in the process of changing it are

perhaps Haley's most distinctive contributions to theory

of therapy" (p, 281) '

Creating a new abnormal situation may also be

aceomplished by redefining the presenting problem in "soIv-

able" terms. Thus one üa¡r ¡"U"fine a psychiatric problem

aS a "mÌsbehavior" problem. For examPle, a depressed cþi]d

may be redefined as "irreSponSible", Or An "anorexie" Child

may be redefined as "rebeIlious".
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There are obvious advantages to defining a problem

in solvable terns. Classic psychiatric diagnostic label-s

Such aS "paranoid schizophrenic" present a rather hopeless

view of the child, pith the implication that the child is

locked into a fixed condition. "This view is one which

totally handicaps both therapist and parents and l-eads to

helpless apathy in everyone" (Haley, 1980, P. 266). ft is

far more productive for the family and therapist if the

problem is conceptualized in terms of what ean be solved 
'

rather than what is wrong. One can viel^I the problern in

terms of the functions being disrupted. For examPle, a

paranoid schizophrenic could be relabeLfed as "having dif-

f icult¡r in holding a iob" (Madanes, 1!81 , p. 20). By re-

stating the probLem, the therapist and parents not only have

hope towards a solution, but a direction in which to \^ro¡k.

With the redefined context' parents could focus on helping

their child hold a job while therapy concentrates on con-

crete means of aehieving that end. The student sees defin-

ing a problem in solvable terms as relevant to any goal-

oriented theraPY.

Andolfi (1979) also describes the need to redefit're

the context of therapy, that is, the affective atrnosphere

in which therapy occurs. "The context must allow the fam-

ily to rediseover unexpressed areas and relationships so

that the identified patient can abandon his role and the

family can become its own therapist" (p. 52), He states
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that the famity may come to therapy oriented towards the

identified patient as needing protectionr âs mad, or as

responsible for atl the trouble in the family. The thera-

peutic relationship must be redefined in such a way that

the family is required to assume responsibility fo:r solv-

ing its owrr probl-ems as they become clarified in therapy.

In faet, Andolfi believes there is a direet correlation

between the extent to which this redefinition oecurs and

the degree to which therapy will transform (p. 5?).

ii. ASSESSI{E

Negotiating a solvable problem with the family

and discovering what social situation makes the problem

necessary are the basie tasks which f irst confront the

therapist. fn order for a therapåst to evaluate the se-

verity of dysfunction within the family and to identify
those dysfunctional berþavioral sequences which currently

maintain the probÌem, he must examine the probl-em in such

a way that the family interaction becomes apparent. The

struetural/strategic approach advocates that diagnosis and

intervention begin frorn the first moment of contact.

fn his article "Diagnosis in Family Therapy"

(tgZg), Aponte describes the diagnostic process in a t¡rpical

structural intervíew as a t¡rpe of quasi-exoerimental pro-

cedure which invoLves six steps. Initiallyr the therapist

determines what issues are to be the focus of the session.

Next, he gathers all data relevant to the issue. Third,
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he formulates a tentative hypothesis about the significance

of the current transaetional sequence to the nature of the

problem, its locus, and its Sustaining structure. Fourtht

the therapist determines immediate goals for the interven-

tion which is to foIlow, congruent with the long range goals.

¡'ifth, intervention on the basis of the immediate goals oc-

curs in order to effect change in the patterns of transaction-

al sequences among the family mercbers. Finally, the thera-

pist observes the reaction of family members to his inter-

vention and continues the process' returning to step two

to refine his worlcing hypothesis.

In the structuraL/strategic model, the therapist

will ¡slsthe amount of resistance the family mobil-izes when

reacting to his itrterventions. If the family is highly re

sistant, a more strategie approach will be incorporated in-

to the therapist's plan. Throughout therapy there is a

eontinual process of formulating and reformulating hypotheses

based on interventions until the immediate goals begin to

approximate the long range objectives.

Diagnosis then, is an ongoing process throughout

the duration of therapy. stanton' (1981 (c)) states that

"every therapeutic intervention has Some diagnostic value 
'

while every diagnostic move has therapeutic potential" (p. 366),

l{owever, the initial interview with the family is specific-

ally designed to elicit information about the problem.

This information is used in forrnulating long range

te¡råi-on**.*"
tF St¡if,lfIO9¿{

[fò

and an overall family assessment. considerable
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has been given to the initial interview in the relevant

I it erature .

The Milan group (t97A), the MRI group (1966, 797+) ,

Andolfi (L9?9), Stanton and Todd (7982), and Hatey (79?6)

have all recounted their methods of interviewing in the first
session, revealing varying degrees' of structuraL rigidit¡',
and differences in therapeutic orientation and target pop-

ulation. For the purposes of this Practicum report, Haley's

initial interview approach best depicts the type of interview

structure, therapeutic presentation, and target population

the student used in her work¡ thus his approach is reviewed.

The initlaL interview r âs stated earlier, is a rna jor

diagnostic tool. At the end of this interview, the thera-
pist should, (1) establish a rapport with the family, (2)

have observed and identified the dysfunctional sequence and

hierarchical arrangement which maintains the child problem,

(3) have defined the problem in a concrete and solvable man-

ner, (4) negotiate a therapeutic contract with the family

to work on the specified goals,

Haley (I9?6) partitions the first interview into

four stages which need not be rigidly adhered to once the

therapist gains experienee. These stages are, (1) a .sgcial

slaåe in which the family is greeted and made comfortable,

(2) a problem stage in which the inquiry is made about the

presenting problem, ()) an interaction stage in which the

family members are asked to talk with each other, (4) a soal

settin stase where the family is asked to specify just what

changes they seek" (p. t5) ' (nefer to Appendix 1 for further
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description of each stage of the initial interview. )

What the first interview should accomplish is to
clarify the family structure for the therapist and yield
some conmon agreement among aL1- concerned regarding the na-

ture of the problem and the goals of therapy (Haley, t9?6,

p. ly'+). Revisions of hypotheses are ongoi.g, however the

initiaL interview is when the therapist engages almost ex-

elusively in assessment.

C. INTERVENTTOi{S

Now that it is cl-ear how the problem is formula-

ted, we must examj.ne hor^r the problem is to be solved.

However, before the discu.ssion of specific inte:r-

ventions talces place, it is important to review the available

points of intervention; that is, in organi,zational terms,

throuE5h which subsystems the therapist can gain access to

the family system.

In his early article, "Strategic Therapy When a

Child is Presented as the Problem", Haley (Ig73 (b)) saw

three appropriate points of intervention for the therapist.

Based on his early idea, child problems always concerned

an over-j.nvoJved parent, usually the mother' with the father

acting on the periphery. One method of interverrtion is

through the father (tfre peripheral parent). The therapist

attempts to shift the mother (ttre over-invoÌved parent) to

the periphery whil-e trying to bring the father and chi.ld

closer. The second point of intervention would intervene

directly between the over-i-nvolved dyad, attetrr¡rting to divert
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their attentions from each other. The focus would be on

mother developing her own interests and the child doing

likewise. The third point of entry is through tlie parents'

different perceptions of the child's problem until he

eventually focuses on marital issues. (Haleys later thinking

would modify this Last pointi he would not focus directly

on marital issues unless a new contra€t with the couple was

negotiated alter the child problem was eLiminated. ) The

structural/strategic model does concern itself with points

of intervention, however, much of the literature focuses on

the type of interventions used to effect child probLems.

In this section the types of interventi or,s rev jevred will

be struc'l- ura lte chnioue s adoxical i te e IONS , and

tasks of girectLveii.

l,{inuehin's la.1;es1; book "Techniques of Family

Therap¡r" (1Ç81 ), d.iviCes structr¡,ra1 jnterventions into

three major categories! chal1ensine the s..¡mDtom cha.l..ler:frinE

the fam ilv struct ure , ancì cl¡a 11en inn the fa.rri i r¡ rea l- i tv.

These eategories of technique represent different wâ¡rs of

restrueturing the famil¡.' organization. Each of these will

be described in detail. Before challenging or restructur-

ing the farnily cen occur however' it is first necessary to

"Iet the farnily tmow that the therapist understands them

and is working with and for them" (Minuchin & Fishman, 1981 
'

p. 3r),
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In other words, it is necessary to "join" with the famil¡r.

JOl ins is referred to as the ''glue that holds

the therapeutic system together" (ivlinuchin & Fishn¡an, 1981 
'

p. 32), Minuchin sees joining more as an attitude rather

than technique, being reaffirmed continually throughout the

process of therapy. Joining is most deliberate in the in-

itial eontact. The therapist must feel and experience the

family's affective stance, and understand its values and

style of communication. His personal reactions to the fam-

ily will deepen his understanding of them and help in iude-

ing how best to challenge and motivate them. Aponte (199I)

states, "The therapist's private personal reactions become

the plate upon which the family leaves its inprint for the

therapist to read anrl decipher. " (p. )27). IViinuchin ft9?4)

stresses the importance in adopting the family's langr-tage'

values, Iife themes, manner of speech, body languager and

tempo to join the family system thus facilitating easier

intervention. Therefore, with a jovial family, he wilL be-

eome jovial, and with the restricted-style family, his

communications will become sparse (p. I2B). Once a thera-

pist is firmly joined to the family, the challenging of

their world view, family Structure and symptom can begin,

The student is aware that joining does take place on num-

erous d.ifferent 1evels depending on the type of therapy used'

Chal1ensine the srrmntom is a way of telling the

family that it is not only the child who bears the symptom'

but.that a]l the famÌly members are involved with generating
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and maintaining it. In chaLlenging the family's definition
of the problem, its members are pushed to search for new

responses to it.

The specific techniques used to challenge the

slrmptom are enactment, @ine and achievine intgnsitv

(Minuchin & Fishman, 1981 , p. 68),

Enaetment, as the word implies, is a technique

whereby family mernbers aet out a transaction during a ses-

sion. The therapist rnay choose to observe the transaction

(as in the interaction stage of the initial interview) t ot

he may become actively engaged by coaching one person or

another. The therapist decides who to invoLve with whom,

what the topic of discussion will be, and the physical place-

ment of participants. For example, he may have a five-year

old boy sit on his peripheral father's lap while they dis-

cuss a weekly allowance.

Focusins is the collection of data whieh concen-

trates on areas which need changing rather than a psycho-

sociaÌ history. Thus rather than foÌlowing the plot of a

story, the therapist may persist in focusing on the diffuse

boundaries he has noted by asking questions or creating

enactmenf,s around. this issue. Focusing ln a session should

yield a map of the boundaries, complementary functions,

strengths and problem areas (minuchin & Fishman' 1981, p. 98).
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Intensity is a techni que used in getting a family

to hear and. integrate what the therapist is trying to com-

municate to them. This ma}'be accomplished by lengthening

the tlme and/or changing the distance between people involved

in a transaction, and by repeating a message. When family

members signal that they have reached their limit of what

is emotionally acceptable, the therapist must learn to igrrore

this message and intensify the interaction (h'iinuchin & Fish-

man, 1981, p. 7t?),

The second group of techniques is directed at

challeneine the f âm lv structure through bo-ungaly-makins,t

unbafancine, and teaching complementarity. these techniques,

which serve to monitor proximity and distance ' are designed

to balance under and over-affiliation between various family

members and/or subsystems, They also challenge the family

members' delineation of roles and functions by shifting
people's positions through work in alternative subsystems

(tqinuchin & Fishman, 1981 , p. 69),

Boundlrry-making aims at changing family subsystem

membership or changing the distance between subsystens. The

teehnique can be directed at psychological distances between

family members and at the duration of interaction within a

significant subs¡'stem. For exampfe, parents of a t::iagulated

ehild may be encouraged to rvork together at controlling the;

child with a specific task in this area. This is an attempt

to thwart tTre coll-usion of the parents with the child, bring-

ing mother and father into an interaction for a longer per-

iod of time than is usuaL (I{inucnin & Fishman' 1981 , p. 14é'-!ì).
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Llnbalancine technaÕues are designed to challenge tlie hier-

archy and alter the po\^/er all-ocation in the fanrily. With

child problemsr the goal is always generational demarcatior,.

/rs the most powerful member of the hierarchy in the thera-

peutic system, the therapist may achieve this b;u affilia-
tlng with certain family members, ignoring particular mem-

bers or entering into a coalition with some members against

others. For example, in the case where mom colludes with

son against father, the therapist may enter a coaLition with

mother and father against son to realign the hierarchical

structure (ivlinuchin & Fishnan, 1!81 , p. 76L-)),

Complgmenlarit.r¡ aims at having family members ex-

perience their interrelatedness and responsibility for main-

taining and changing the child's problern, The therapist

must subtly chaLlenge the family's certainty that there is

one identified patient controlling the system, rather than

each member serving as a contextual cue for the others to

respond. An adjunct to this is demonstrating a chainr rather

than compartmentalization of events, by introducing an ex-

panded time frame which can reveal how each family member's

behavior is part of an extended whole. l{inuchin & Fishman's

(1981) work with an enmeshed family is an effective example

here: A daughter sneezes, the mother gives the father a

kleenex to give to the daughter, rvhile the sister rummages

in her purse for a handkerehief . Minuchin pointed out, "iiiy

good.nesg, look how one Sneeze activates everybody. This is

a family that makes helpful people", implying of course' t,hat

everyoge is involved in the problem (p' 198).
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The third group of techniques, aimed at challgng-

]-nfI the familv's world view, is very similiar to techniques

relating to paradoxical directives and reframing. Stanton

(1981 (c)) claims that the following teehniques, tasks or

"directives are the cOrnerstone of the strategic approach"

(p. )?2) '

fn the structural/strategic model, tasks are used

in the session and as homework assignments to affect change

in both the therapy sessions and the intervals between ses-

sions. (Haley , L9?6) points out three reasons for assigning

tasks ¡ 1 ) Tasks get the family to initiate new behaviors

and new ways of communicating with different members.

2) They intensify the family's relationship with the thera-

pist¡ the family must invest time and effort in deciding

whether to do the task or not and in speculating on the

therapist's reaction to their decision, regardless of the

outeome , 3) Oirectives provide an additional source of im-

portant interactional data about the family's structural

rigidity and the ease or difficulty in changing it (p. 49).

The art in giving a directive lies in motivating

the family to carry it out or in "selling the task", Par-

ticularly if the task seems i]-logical. Fisch, et aI (tçgZ)

suggests that the task must be framed with regard to the

cLient's emotional needs and values to be accepted, For

example, if a child is angry with his mother, the therapist

will promise the ehild that this task will drive her crazy,
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describing the task in those terms. In another instance,

a mother perceiving herself as a martlrr can have the task

framed as a means of extending herself in helping her chitd.

When couched in the patient's language, it is more like1y

that the task will be attempted (p. 118).

If family members have different goa1s, Ha1ei,r

(7976) suggests finding some gains for each of them, For

example, the therapist can point out that the mother wants

to be sure her daughter behaves properly' the daughter wants

to avoid constant arguing' while the father does not want

to be called in as a referee all the time r therefore they

should do the task (p. 55), "Sel1ing" a task may be considered

rnanipulative by some. (Honesty vs manipulation wil-l be dealt

with in Chapter 7),

Haley (79?6) advises that the task be given in

c1ear, preeise terms' specifying when, where, with whom,

anticipating difficulties, and getting the family to review

the directive to make sure it is clear to everyone involved.

If the family has later completed the task' they are cong:ratu-

lated and the interview continues. If they have failed to

complete the task without a valid excuse, the therapist

should not let thern off lightly. His reaction should confirm

their fail-ure and a missed opportunity which will never re-

turn, The therapist must convey that his directives are to

be taken seriously if the family expects improvements. Later:

in the interview when the family raíses its problems, the

therapist can mournfully recall opportunities the family

chose not to pursue, hence the unsolved problems (p. 57-657,
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Effective tasks require planning anrl an understand-

ing of the major dysfunctional sequences in the family. The

most effective tasks involve aIl family members and acidress

the sequence which is to be changed by focusing on the pre-
senting problem. Some examples of tasks from Haley (lg?6)

are presented in Appenclix 2,

There are many different types of tasks, with dif-
ferent types of designs. The l';,ilan group sometimes spend

hours designing one powerful family prescription and then

senci it special delivery to the family to be read at home

(patazzoli et â1, t97B), t,{ilton Erikson (:-:aley, tg7j)
specialized in metaphorical tasks, while rna.ni¡ strategic
therapists almost exclusívely use paradoxical- injunctions.

arado cF,r' tasils have been given a tremcncìous

aìirout':t cf attention in the stral;egic family therapy Litera-
ture. They are the mainstay of the t'{ilan group, the Brief
Therapy Centre groul), and Andolfi (in his initial contacts).

A paradoxical intervention is defined by l{are Mustin (tgZ6)

as "those rvhicl-r appear absu.rd becanse tire¡' exhibit an appar-

ently contradictory nature, such as requiring the patient

to do in fact what they have been doing, rather than requiring
that they change r whieh is what everyone else is denanding',

(p. 728). The rationale for using paradoxical interventions
is based on the assumption that families naturally resist
ehange by engaging the therapist into their way of behaving.

Attempts by the therapist to directly intervene in family
patterns risk arousing even greater famíIy resistance.

Paradoxícal interventions give the therapist the option of
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creating change indirectly. (fne student did use a number

of paradoxical techniques in her clinical work. These will

be mentioned in Chapter J when her cases are reviewed. The

following paradoxical techniques have been singled out be-

cause of their usefulness to the student)' Three major

categories of paradoxical interventions have been described

by Rahrbaugh et aI (197?) ¿ prescribinq, restrainine, and

p€il:osils.

Pfescribing tasks require the family to en€p'ge

in the behavior they are trying to eliminate. For example 
'

a bedwetting ehild may be required to wet his bed in his

father,s presence ever)¡ night before going to sleep. A

therapeutic bind is thus created where the family cannot

be resistant. Either the therapist is obeyed and the prob-

lem continues or the therapist is disobeyed and the problem

is eliminated. The task may be presented to the family in

terms of 'gaining control of the symptom' or 'understanding

it better' (Stanton, 1-9BL (c) ' p. )74),

Res-Þrainins tasks have the therapist discouraging

and restraining change or improvement. The family may be

told to 'go slow" or that improvement is progressing too

fast, oF even to cease improvement altogether for a week'

The farnily may be asked to spend one week contemplating the

disad.vantages of the child losing his symptom. Tf things

are proceeding too wê1l, the therapist may predict or pre-

scribe a relapse, a return to the presymptomatic state'
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weakl-and et al (tg?4) describe predicting a relapse as

"framing any step backwards as a step forward" (p. 160).
This task addresses the family's ambivaJent and apprehen-
sive feelings which may accompany improvements and change.

The resistant family wilt try to foir the therapist by

disobeying him and thus improving more rapidly. when this
oeeurs however, it is important for the therapist to appear

doubtful and express concern over the dangers of this im-
provement. (Issues of honesty and manipulatíon wil_t be

dealt wittr in Chapter ?),

The technique of positioning refers to a task in
which the dysfunctional behaviors which maintain the child,s
symptom are exaggerated beyond the point of tolerance, The

rationale is that by exaggerating the frequency and/or in-
tensity of the symptom, the cure becomes less cumbersome

than maintaining the symptom. .Àn example of positioning
from Ândolfi's (r9?g) work with the family of a schizophrenic
youngster is illustrative. The sequences around the young-

ster were that motherand father were constantly hovering
arouncì the boy, while he chose to go out infrequently.
Andolfi required the boy to stay home for trvo weeks; he was

not allorved out under any conditions. The parents were to
monitor any abnormal behavior, and jot down detail-ed notes

to be brought to the following session. Natural-ly no one

follov¡ed the rules completely; the boy wanted to go out while
the parents were anxious to be relieved of the obligatiorr
to rvrite everything dowrr.
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Madanes (1981) has developed a unique paradoxical

technique in a particularly appropriate communication mo-

dality for children called pretending. Pretending can be

practiced in the session or as a directive at hotne, There

are two pretending strategies¡ one has the s;mptoniatlc

child feign the eyruptom while the child's parents can be

encouraged to feign assistance in that situation' The

second pretending technique reverses the situation with

the parents feigning the solicj,tation of heLp from the chilC'

and the child pretending to help the parents,(p' 90).

When the child pretends to have his sympton, then

the meanlng of that syrrptom has changed. The symptoni has

become a "metaphor of a metaphor and no l-onger express{:S

what it originaLly denoted" (Madanes, lp81, p. 92), The

therapist attempts to confuse and thereby eliminate the

reality of the child's s¡rmptom, changing the interactive

system upon which the reallty is based. 'dhen a child is

required to feign his "real" s¡rmptom, it becomes unclear

whether that s¡rmptom is real or a pretense. It will be

increasingLy difficult for the chiLd to go back to really

having the symptom after he has pretended to have it over

a period of time (l{adanes, tp8l, p. 94r,

Sometimes Madanes has the family critique the

chil-d's performance, nalcing sure the portrayal !s realistic.

The more critical the family is the greater the implication

that the sy'mptom does not come easily to the child and will

therefore be easier to remove.
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Having the parents feign the pymptom and the chíId

feign assistance is an indirect way of confronting the ana-

logic communication that exists between parents and child.

In actuality, the childrs s)rmptom is thought to be a meta-

phor for the parents' relationship, and the ehilci is though+"

to be hel-ping his parents by having the s¡rmptom. Since the

parents are pretending to have the s¡rmptom, the mask of

reality is removed and yet they are allowed to remain un-

exposed beneath the guise of make-believe. When the pre-

tense is over, the farnily will abandon the game played to-
gether and the symptom will cease to exis't. Madanes claims

that pretend directives have been successful with families

of diverse ethnic backgrounds and socioeeonomic classes,

because the playfulness and flexibility help bypass resistance.

Pa]..azzol-i (1978) of the Ì,'iilan group, has earned

the title "the magician" for her paradoxical tasks (p. 150).

Nonetheless, the skil1 required to master the art of design-

ing and delivering paradoxieal tasks is enormous. Beginning

therapists are warned not to attempt thern and experienced

praetitioners are advised that a supervisor in this area be

available for consultation, One needs both skitl in identi-

fying the key dysfunctional behavioral sequences and creat-

ivity in designing a task custom-tailored to the family's

values. The therapist must frame the task properly and con-

vey sincerity in its presentation. The task must be reLated

to the context of the farnily interaction and presented so

the famil-y can perceive its benefits, If the paradoxical-
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to precipitate a family crisis. The therapist must then be

prepared to handle the crisis without backtracking. (The

student's experience with paradoxical teehniques will be

reviewed in chapter 7 ), The Brief Therapy Centre group

(7982) and the Milan group (L978) have documented a wealth

of paradoxical interventions frcm the "Ðevil's pact" and

"benevolent sabotage" to suit many of the difficulties
arising in therapy.

The mastery of paradoxical techniques is an im-

portant ingredient in becoming a good structural/sttategic

therapist. Peggy Pappr who reflects the student's viewpoint,

strongly reeonmends that the therapist attempt to intervene

directly, reserving paradoxical interventions for those

"eovert, long-standing, repetitious patterns of interaetion

that do not respond to direct interventions such as logieal

explanations or rational suggestions" (II inuchin & Fishman,

1981, p. 245) ,

The other major structural/straiegic technique

is positive eonnotation , or as Watzlawick et al (t9?4)

ca11ed it, "the gentle art of reframing" (p. 97), This

techníque requires the therapist to project a new definition

onto familiar circumstances, allowing the family to view the

situation from a new frame of reference. tvVittgenstein says

"reframing does not draw the attention to anything -- does

not produee insight -- but teaches a different game, making
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the old one obsolete" (WatzLawick et al-, 19?4, p, 104).

Reframing is used in this approach to attribute positive
motives to problematic or resistant behaviors. À ',hostile"
father may be relabelled as "wanting the best for his family",
Haley (1980) reframes the adolescent's "mad', behavior as

"trying to better his Lot and the lot of his famiJ-y,, (p. 4)),
Positive eonnotations may also be ascribed to a famiry inter-
action¡ for exampre, overly concerned and protective parents

could be relabelled as "very close and caring". Reframing

positively, the therapist flows with the resistance of the

family rather than engp,ging in a power struggle with thern.

Under a positive labeI, destructive behavior patterns can

be brought into the open without ensuing denials and. in a

manner where problems can be deal-t with. Stanton & Todci

QgAZ) attribute thei-r success in recruiting drug addícts'
families into therap¡r to the way in wlrich the rationale
was presented to them. "If the family were to oppose it,
they would have to state openly that the¡' want their son

to remain symptomatic" (p. 92). Positive connotation may

be sprinkled into every session with every family, but is
most helpful with resistant families. Stanton (1981 (c))

states "what positive interpretation seems to do is address,

in a respeetful wayr the resistance and anbivalence which

the family feels toward change, The therapist recognizes

and aclcrowledges the functionaL and desirabl-e aspects of

the s¡rmptom" (p. 377),
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The final- aspect of interventions to be addressed

1s the area of tel![ination. The structurar/strategic model

advocates "brj-ef intense invorvement and rapid disengage-

ment" whenthê presentin$ problem is sol_ved (ttaley, t9?6,
p, 150). Failure ln therapy is considered to be the thera-
pist's fault (rather than poor motivation of the {aiaily) and

is totally his responsibillty. However, success in therapy
is credited overtly to the family to increase their feering
of competence, thereby increasing the probability of their
coping in the future. rn the case of families who are

worriers or resistant types, a relapse may be predicted so

that any future resistant tactics are covered (Fisch et â1,

L)82, p, t?6),

Specific interventions were reviewed in this
section¡ however, to close this chapter it is appropriate

to present Andolf i's and stanton's model-s as representative
of the overall therapeutic process in the structural/strate-
gic approaches when working with resistant farnilies.

Ândolfi (1980 (b) ) theorizes that families have

a tendancy toward homeostatis (H) and a tendancy towards

transformation (l), (See Figure j,) He sees therap¡, pro-
gressing through five major stages where the balance betv¡een

the homeostatic and transfornrative tendancy changes in re-
latioli to the therapist's stance. In phase I, the the::ai>ist

generally approaches the family with a desire to transform

them and the farnily is heavily resista.nt to change. fn
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phase 2, the theralris'u enr¡loys the stra't.egic 1'echnique of

being more homeostatic than the fanrily, warning thern not to

make improvenrents under any circun,stances and prescribing

an exaggera.t j on of the chilci's symptotns. Jn f,haE;e ), wherr

the family then begins to display improvement, the ther:apist

disqualifies it until the family can prove to him that im-

IiroverrleÌ-rt,r-: a.¡'e ir,deed cons j clerabl.e anC. 1asti.ng. In pfrese

Lt, when the famil¡r is ready to take the init;iative for
transfor-mation, the therapist begins to employ structural-

techniques in orderto modify and manipuJ,a.te dysfunctio:ral

fan:ily structures. fn phase 5, the famil¡' strucl.ure has

ehanged, the sympton has disap¡;eareC, and the therapist

disengages from the therapeutic system.

Stanton's (1981(a)) model also focuses on the

interplay between the structu:¡rI and strategic approaches'

From his perspeciive ït is "possibl.e to apply either a

structural or strategic tack seperately or to use the two

concurrently and contrapr.rntally" (p. 437), Stanton specif ies

three general rules indicating which task to take when.

Rule #t is: to initially deal r^rith a family through a

structural approach. The rationale for this is that it cãn

be as effective with sorre families as the strategic approacÌ¡

and is less complicated and therefore easier for the average

therapist to execute. Rul-e #2 is ¡ to switch to a predom-

inantly strategic approach when "structural" techniques eithel'

are not working or unlikely to succeed, The swi.teh eair take
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place in three circumstances: (1) if the therapist notes

that resistance is mounting as he employs structural

techniques (2) if the pre-therapy infornation indicates

a very resistant family such as a long history of unsuccess-

ful treatment or a severely dysfunetional member (l) if
the therapist is confused and unsure of what is occuring

with the family -- he then ceases to focus on content and

instead observes the process of interaction. Strategic

disengagement is the technique that Stanton may use in ex-

treúe cases where the therapist distances himself from fam-

ily entanglement by abdicating responsibility for change.

He may declare "total incompetence" (Selvini-Falazzo\i et

â1, tg?B) or simply withcl.raw by a statement concerning the

problem tike "Yes, it's a tough ollê. " Rule il) states that

he should return once again to the structural approach olìce

suecess has been acÏ,ierretl wi'|,Ìr strategic 'becirr:iqu.es âl^,d the

family has become differentiated enough to modify boundaries

and make use of other structural techniques. Stanton generally

advocates the liberal- use of positive connotation throughout

to lower family resistance.

There are similarities and divergences in the two

structural/strategic masters approaches. tsoth Andolfi anci

Stanton advoeate using a strategic approach initialì-y, later
shifting to a more structural stance when family resistance

is overcome. AndoLfi, however, empì-oys a strategic orienta-

tion routinely when starting with a different family, whereas

in the initial stages, Stanton may try to intervene structur-

ally. Andolfi's model- is presented in terms of its theoretical
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underpinnings the tendancy to homeostatis ancl to trans-
formation. Stanton in contrast, presents rules to foll-ow

with no theoretical rational-e. Stanton also promotes

greater use of positive connotation than does Ando1fi.

Stanton & Todd (1982) have the unique experience of applr,-

ing the structural'/strategic model to families of drug addicts,

They have subsequently developed a variety of strategic

techniques designed to recruit resistant families into ther-
aPV.

fn conclusion, it should be reiterated what the

criterïan was for the inclusion or rejection of material

fron either the structural or strategic literature. The

student attempied in the literature review to reconstrue+,

the model from which she worked c1inically. She drew frorn

the literature the conceptual framework which she employed

when eneountering families and attempting to understand

their dynamics and the source of the family dysfunction.

The goal setting and assessment techniques described in the

l-iterature review are identical to those the student utilized.
The section on intervention required perhaps the greatest

demand. for selection. The student chose a

sample of the basie intervention strategies to serve as alr

overview of the model's techniques. These were al-so the

basic strategies from which the student drew in her clinical
work t
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The fol-lowing chapter with a case review shoul-d demonstrate

the application of structural/strategic family therapy.

fn summary, the literature review of the structural/strate-
gic model incLudecl both a comprehensive overview of the model

and a description of the student's working model in her

Praet icum.

D. OUTCOTiE RESEARCH FINDINGS

The effectiveness of the structural/strategic
approach to family therapy has not yet been conclusively

determined, however, there are some positive indications

from the family therapy research literature. To date,

Gurman and lfriskern have made one of the most extensive

reviews of general family therapy research findings in their
article "Family Therapy Outcome Research: l(nowns and Un-

known" (1981). For the purposes of this report a brief
presentation of the ma"ìor f indings in structural and stra-

tegie therapy rvil1 be extracted from this chapter, inclucling

a summary of the research in the area.

Aponte and Van Deusen (1981) provide a useful

summary of the major strueturaÌ therapy outcome researcii.

Structural family therapy was described as effecti.ve in 73'

of 2oI families treated in available studies (:riinuchin et

â1, 796? , !9? 5¡ Leibman et â1, 7t'?6 ,rìerger et ã1, 1.9'/'/;

I e i bnian et àl-, 1.977; illinuclrin et a1 , 1Ç7Bt 21ei.gIer - Driscc;1i

79?7/?91 Stanton et â1, 19?9) (p, 347-358). Effecl;iveness
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was measurecl in terms of symptom and psychosocial_ change in
the IP. i{ighest rates of success appeared. among thepsycho-

somatic families ( i.e. famílies with a ps¡rsþ6somatic member)

and low success rates occured in the low socio-economic and

addict famil ie s . Gurman and lhiskern ( 1981 ) state "at the

moment, structural family therapy shoul-d be considered the

treatment of choice for. . .childhood psychosomatic conditions". (p.780)

Research in strategic therapy is generally

considered to be the most rvell-designed in the family

therapy fiel.d. It most often employs controf and./or com-

parison groups. Stanton (1981) reviewed the six major research

studies in this area and concl-uded that a strategic family

orientation either showed considerably better results or

at least a great deal of promise when compared with other

treatment approaches, particularly in terms of cost-effectiveness.

Some interesting results are:

7. Langsley et al- (tgZt) in their investigation of 300 cases

involving family crisis therapy as a means of a.verting

hospital ization, noted that the cost of family crisis

therapy was 1/6 that of hospitalization.

2, Al-exander and Parsons (7973) found in their study in

comparative approaches in the treatment of delinquency

that recidivism was cut in half Í'or the systems treatment

group.

), ì,/eakland et al (19?4) studied 9? cases invoiving a range

of problems'and. found that 72iL were either successful
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or significantly improved.

4' stanton et ar (1g79) provided objective, experimentaJ
support fo' the idea that changes in the symptom area
related to changed in the family interaction pa.utern
(p. )92-397¡.
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0HAPTER ( - !llE_ PRACTICITM

ï. DE cR TPT T OII OF THE SET îING AND P,ì0CEDU]ìES

The student completed her Practicum at the Jewish

Child and lamily Service (,fC¡'S). Supervision was provided

b¡, Harvy Frankel, Supervisor of Family Services at JCFS.

The stuclent's 2O-hour per week Practicun was from Illay I,
79BZ until October 30, 1982. 0n November L5, L9B2 the stu-
dent was hired by the JCFS and eontinued to carry three cases.

The Jewish Child and Family Service is a non-pro-

fit orgpnization which serves children and their families
of both Jewish and non-Jervish faith mainly in the city of
Winnipeg and its suburbs, The Agency was established in
its present forrn in 1952 and is governed under a jloard of

3o Dlrectors who are eLected I'rom the Jewish eommunit¡i,

It is funded by the United lVay of Winnípeg, the ;"linnipeg

Jewish Community Council, the Province of i[ranitoba and the

Jewish Immigpant Aid Society of Canada. As the Âgency has

a Child Welfare lt4andate, it is constituted as a Children's

Aid Society under the statutes of Manitoba and performs all
related functions. Accordingly, the Agency is divlded into

two major areasr Child Welfare Services and Family Services.

Family Services has several programs¡ the Elder.1y,

Newcomers, Volunteer Services, and Family, Marriage and

Individual Counselling. The thild Welfare programs consist

of Adoptions and Child Protection and Placement, and two

residential group homes the JCFS administers for permanen*',

and telnporary child placement.
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Referrals come from the schools, community profes-

sionals, two private Jewish schools (Joseph Wolinsky Colleg-

iate and Ramah) which have had a JC¡-S social worker in the

past, and through self-referral. Proceedurally, the intake

worker takes a brief summary intake either over the phone

or in person, referring the case to the appropriate cuper-

visor. lÍr. Frankel generally assigned family cases with a

child presented as the problem to the student.

The student received one to two hours of super-

vision weekly, bi-weekly peer supervision, and Live srlper-

'¡ision via television rnonitor when feasible. The JCFS did

not receive their video equipment or one-way mirror untit
late October, therefore the student arranged to borrow equip-

ment frorn the Department of Social Work, University of tvianitoba.

The student would like to make some remarlts on the

Practicum setti.ng. On one handr Mr. Frankel's expertise in

the area of structural/strategie family therapy made the

JCFS an excellent learning opportunity for the student. The

Exeeutive Director of the Agency, Mr. Barney Yellen, also

has a systems orientation. This similarity in perspective

provided the consistency necessary for the student to fo1low

through on structural/strategic methods with ,{.geney support.

However, the technical difficulties experienced

by the student in arranging for the video equipment under'-

mined some of the benefits which could have been gained.
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Without going into minute detait, video equipment seemed to

be in constant demand, hence avaílability was not always

consistant with the student's needs. With little or no

advance notice given to the student on numerous cases, the

family in question could not be taped and opportunities for

ljve supervision were lost. In addition, the student had

to learn the various technical idiosyncrasies of video equip-

ment the hard way; a number of cases were not recorded due

to minor adjustments such as not )mowing that the memory

button must be in the off position prior to recording.

The amount of energy expended in arrangirrg for and trans-

porting the equipment (particularly in the no-parking area

around the Agency) eombined with other equipment-related

problems was the single most frustrating aspect of the

Praet i cum.

Records were made according to the Agency's re-

quirements and the student's additional needs. The general

f ormat $tas 3 who is in the farni IY
referral source and presenting problem
structural assessment of the family
goals of therapy
strategies emploYed
notes on each session
termination - case sulnmary

rI. DESCR IPI TOi'I O}- CLTE}$S

A total of nine families were seen by the student

and eight of these will be used for the Practicum write up

(tfre "chi]d" in the ninth family is 48 years old and it was

fel-t that his problems and needs would be exceptional for

the purposes of this report). Two families are presently

a

a

t

a

1
2

)
4
5
6
7
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in treatment, five families terminated in a planned manner'

and one famil5' did not want to continue treatment, henee

termination. The eight families were seen for a total of

46 sessions, averaging 5.75 sessions each.

Four of the eight families were single parent

families, four were two-parent families. Six families had

teenage children, tlo had child.ren who were six years old.

All of these families were middle-cl-ass, ranging

from lower-middle to upper-middle class. Occupation of

head of the househoLds were¡ aecountant' hotel- owner' nurse,

businessman, lega1 secretary, payroll supervisor, delivery

man, and reeeptionist. .A.mong the two-parent families, on1.1;

one wife was at home while the remaining three worked as

research assistant, nurse, and receptionist.

\{hat follows will reveal the student's attempt to

integrate theory with the practise. .¡l brief description of

each family is given with the intention of showing horv the

student applied structuraL/strategic assessment and techniques

to a variety of child problems. The description includes¡

(a) the presenting problem and referral source, (b) a brj.ef

psychosocial history leading to the problem' (c) a structura.l

assessment of the family ineluding a structural maf inrlj.cat-

ing hi-erarchieal structure. The member on the top is con-

síderecl to be the highest in the hierarchy. ¡-or exarnple:

Iri(mother) and f
are in a higher
chical position
(son)

(father:)
hi erar-
than S

M ;\,
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The lines joining the family members wilt be defined if

the¡r ¿¡s meant to indicate a particular type of reLation-

ship. (d) treatment goals, including a map of the student's

goals for the famil¡'. (not necessaril-y the ideal famil-y re-

lationship), (e) strategies employed to reach those goais;,

(f ) a sunrrrary oî the sessions, a:rd (S) a briei .ireport of

the student's personal learning experience with each indivirl-'

ua.i famil-y ( f irst person wi.ll be used j rr th j s: rr€:ct. j ol^ f or'

readabil i'U¡r ) .

cAsI FEVTIy

Family ( 1 )

A) The presenting problem and referral sources

The 3. family consj-sted of mother, a 5j¡rg1e parent,

age 32, and T. (IP) age 6, Ulother- called extrer,ei¡i u1''se';

abolrt her Son T. rvho was talking oÍ not wanting to live ¡ ¡'Q-

¡;eatedly saying he was stupid. She thought the problem might

be related to visits with ttre father, and diff icul.*-ies witii

French Immersion in scl'rool, They were seen for three sessions.

B) Psycho-social historY:

I diseovered that the week of the first appointment

happened to follorv the week of the mother's divorce cominÂ

through (after a four year separation). Mother is French'

father is not. Father is very involved with T., seeing him

during the week and every other weekend. He has taken motkrer

to court several times to prove her incompetence itr order to
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gain ehild custody, Mother and Father will often fight
when dropping 1. off, T. was placed in the French Immer-

sion class in Grade I, not taking it in kindergarten l-ike

the other chi.ìdren. Althottgh T. was the poorest student

in the elass, I observed that he was a very creative and

bright child. During the first interview it emerged that

T.'s sadness was due to talk of selling their dog because

the family was planning to move.

C ) The structural assessment ¡

( 1 ) ir{other and T. âp€ on the same hierarchical leveJ.

Father's questioning of her ability as a mother has eaused

her to feel insecure about her competence. She gives in to
T. because of fear that he u¡iIl like father better and want

to live with him. T. exploits this, playing both parents

off against each other to get his wa¡r.

it'i - I'lother
TIP

(2) The symptom¡ T.'s suícidal feel"ings, it seems was

metaphorieally related to mo1;her's feelings about the finali-
zation of the divorce. Mother's sudden idea to move (no

objective reason given) and sell the dog was a way of ex-

pressing her feelings conneeted with a change in d.evelop-

mental stage (divorce). When f asked if anything signifi-
cant happened that week to cause T.'s sadness, mother never

mentioned the divorce, however, the connection was fairly
obvious.

o{Ð
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(3) ,4, talk with T.'s teacher revealed that because he

doesn't know French, she thinks he is stupid. This teacher's
feelings were probably conveyed to him in some forr.¡. Addi*"ion-

aI1y, because mother is French and father is not, T. was

having trouble knowing if his lack of success in French in-
dicates that he sides with father.

D) The goals of therapyr

(1) To give mother more power; helping her real.ize that
because she is the head of the family and has custody, she

shoul-d be exerting the most power, Her general feelings of

competence as a mother had to also be increased.

(2) To normalize T.'s feelings and ease the adjustment

through this stage (divor:ce) by talking to mother through T.

(3) To help mother improve T.'s grades in schoolr thus

increasin6J her feelings of competence and filling a real
need for T.

E) Strategies used ¡

( 1 ) To give mother more power !

In the session I got mother to tell T. that she makes the

deeision where he'11 live, not father or T. Support was

given to mother on the excell-ent job she is doing an<l what

a bright and sensitive child she has.
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(2) To normalize T,'s feelings:
Depression and suicidal feel-inpçs were reframed as ,'sadness',

or "very, very sad". A reframing that was later employecl

was "sadness is different that disobedience", impì-ying that
T. is disobedient and manipulative at tj-mes.

(3) To help mother improve T.,s grades:

Home tasks included mother's being strict about T

his homework every day. I\{other was also to tutor
and converse in that 1an6çuage at home.

's doing

T. in l'reneÌr

F) Summary of sessions:

Mother however, cancelLed the last appointment and we re-
scheduled it for two weeks later. Mother said she canceLled

because there had been a great improvement in T. She re-
ported joining Emotionc; Anonymous and feeling very happy.

Mysteriously, T. brightened up about the same tirne, The

Freneh tutorials were helping and T. \{âs doing much better
in school. r warned mother to continue being firm with T.

and not let him manipulate her.

G ) Report of the student's learning experience :

This was my first family case. r learned how to talk and

communj.cate to young children, r was asking T. open-enrled

questions initially, later learning to direct concrete,

specific queries instead. Mother told me she though my at-
titude about r. relaxed her. This made me wonder about the

effect a psychiatric diagnostic Label would have had on the

mother and child I if the child was not seen from an inter-
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actional viewpoint, the amount of time and energy invested

in therapy would have been prodigious.

Family (2)

A) The presenting problem and referral sourcer

The M. family consisted of a single mother, âg€

44, and her son K. (IP) age 14. The mother's boyfriend,

who lived with them for the last three months, also attencl-

ed interviews. The family was referred by the school which

stated that K. had missed 49 daJrs during the last four months,

leaving everyone at an impasse. I saw the family for four

sessions and then terminated because they refused further
treatment,

B) Psyehosocial history:

K.'s behaviour began in December, about the same

time that his mother met her boyfriend. At that time K,

moved his furniture antì bel-ongings downstairs without his

mother's help or knowledge. K. stays out Late and remains

away from home for long periods of time. The principal
noted however, that K. is attending school for tests and

wil.l probably pass the year.

C) The structural assessment¡

This family has a eonfused hierarchy. K. is in

control of the family. Before the boyfriend came, K. was
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on an equal level to mother, but now the boyfriend has usurped

K.'s rore. K. wâs very angry about this, expressing it through
misbehaviour. The boyfriend di<l not know how or where he fits
in -- he is not a father, vêt someone needs to control K,

Before lloyfriend Came

ivi - mother
B boyfriend
}(-TP

After Boyfriend Came

K

D) The soals of therapy:

(1) To put mother back in charge of K. -- this woul-d. be

demonstrated by K. attending school and following house ru1es.

(2) To have K. feel that his position gives him an ad-

equate amount of control.

(3) To find a role for the boyfriend.

M Not father,/son
relationship but
some relationship

K

E) Strategies used ¡

(1) To put mother in charge of K.

a) Task was assigrred to be done at home K. was

woken up for school with ice water.

b) Positive connotation was used by reframing mothei:
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as 'soft", and the boyfrlend 'tough' in the way they express

thelr "love and concern' for K.

c) In order to undercut K.'s lnordinate amount of
controrr pêsistance and sullenness were dealt with by employ-

ing paradoxicaL strategies. K,'s silences were responded to
by comments such as "This is too upsetting for K., he'l]
probably want to rernain silent." 0r when K. didn't arrive
at an appointment as arranged, a note was sent home to him

thanking him for giving me the opportunity to talk with mo-

ther and boyfriend alone

(2) To give K. Bome feeS-ing of control r

a) Some in-session moves were reframing K.'s be-

haviour in ways that gave him permisslon to be "independent".

This was done by compl,imenting him on noving out, K. was

b) A homework task was given to K. He was asked

to show a sign if he wanted to get back into the familJr or

not.

(:) To find a role for the boyfriendr

An attempt to clarlfy and validate the boyfriend.'s role in
the family was made by references to the alcwardness exper-

ienced by a1l famiLies ln this situation, and by alJ.owing

K. to openJ.y diseuss his feelings of acceptance or rroh-âc-

ceptance of the boyfriend.

F ) Surunary of E essions ¡

After two sessions, K. showed great improventent. He vÌ'as

attending scooL negu3.arJ.y, with the only remaining compJ-aint
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that he was coming ten minutes laie for B¡00 â.lrj. deienti.c¡g.
He showed signs that he wanted to re jcin tl:*: :'al:.ily and ever.

stated openly that Ìre woul-d try to accept tÌre boyfriend.
Due to my inexperience, r was elated, Rather than expect
and predict a relapse, r transmitteci my eiithusias;m fo:r a rosy

fu't,irre. rn the next arrd final session, nother insisted on

placing K. in a foster home and refused further treatment.

she had been very disappoirrterì in K. 's behavior in-be-uwêên

session-", .lifter an hour of unsuecessfull¡r tr¡ring to Fer-
suade mother not to place K. , r tol-d her that r could not

recommend placenrent, bllt if she insj.sted she cou]cj ca.l., the

Children' s Aici Societ;'. Unwittingly, il)' inte::vention had

brought out mother's determination to place K., with the

result that K. became terribly frightened that this vrourd

occu-r'. After the intervi-e.rr,r, ji. beg¿ccj n¡other.to let hjn:

stay home, svrea"riir¿ he v,'ould behave. summer holidays were

imminent and the family refused further treatmeni.

G) Report of the student's learning experi-ence:

This famiJ-1r pr-ovì.cì.ed an excellent but painfuJ learrrirrg ex-

perience because I committed so many errors. I{}¡ major mis-

take vras allowing the faniil¡r to rli.cta.ie v/ir:,Ìt hia.p;-.+:r.-.; !:r

therap¡r, and when it happens. r allowed myself to be ror.rjrecl

of therapeutic control within the first five minutes of our

meeting and never regained it (tfris refers to mother's comnnent

when we fir:;t rneÌ:, "No one else could help us, prove that )¡olr

ca.rì." Tilis ',vas an opportunity to create therapeutic man-

oeverability through a comment such as, "rf no one else could
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help ]¡our what makes you think I can?", thus ptracing the

initiative for change on them and relieving me of the re-

sponsibilit;'' tc prove nryself . fn future cäses ' s j.miliar

issues of therapeutic control arose vrþich f was able to

maintain due to the awareness and experienced gained with

this family.

Familir (l)

fr) The presenting probl-em and refemal source:

The Sc. famil¡r consisteri of a single l4 year old

mother, her son' G. (rp) age !7, and boyfriena/f ianee. The;r

were referred by the Child Guidance Clinic because mother

fel-t that G. tvas having trouble adjusting to her impending

marriage. The familir was seen for four interviews.

B) Psychsocial historY:

This group of individuals was articula.te, with

good communication and the appearance of a very open rel-a-

tionship wj.th one another. G. was not overly concertled with

mother's marriage and seemed like an exceptionally well-

adjusted child with good marksr many friends' and a relaxed

disposition. \{hen pressed, mother finally said she was wor-

ried about G. having unexpressecl, pent-up feel-ings about alL

the "changes", She is eertain he cries in his room although

when she goes to cheek, he claims her hasn't been crying.
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C ) The structural

(1) Ilother is
marriage, which has

assessment:

highly

caused

given mother the excuse she

enmeshed with G. The impending

a need for reorganization, has

needs to get G. checked out.

i'{

B
G

1I1

l,iother
Boyfriend
IP
0verinvoJvement
Appropriate but
tentative relationship

(2) ,,{etaphorical}y, G. is probably expressing his mother's

fear of the impending marriage and her reaction to all the

"change s '.

D) The goal of therapy:

To provide more distance between mother and G.;

specifically, to give G. the right to his own feelings and

privacy concerning them.

E) Strategies used

(1) To provide more distance between mother .t G. and
validate G.'s right to privacy concerning his feeLin65s.

,Reframing the problem was used by saying that G. did not have

enough time "to mourn after his father feft". I told the

family they are moving "too fast" for G. -- adul-ts may adapt
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quickly but not kids. The assignment homework was for G.

to mourn alone for lJ minutes everyday about all the things

he lost and will lose if his mother renarries. Mother was

not to disturb him or ask anything about it. She was as-

sig¡ed to the taslc of being in charge of G.'s happiness.

She had to spend a half hour daily talking with him about

happy things.

Âfter the final, meeting, G. t{as going to be leav-

irrg on a trip to visit his father. l{other was worried that

G. rvould get upset by his father. Fositive connotations

were continually given about how close they are i this l-ead

up to saying they are like one person so that G. cloesn't

know if his feelings beling to him or his mother, f refrarned

this process as G¡ $râñting to be responsible for his own

feel-ings, not needing mother to take care of them.

F) Sumrmr¡r of the sessj-ons:

In a follow-up call concerning questionnaiy'es )

mother said that G. expressed his anger for the first time

and simultaneously, she didn't take it upon herself for the

first time. f complimented her.

G) Report of the student's learning experience:

In this case, I learned how one weLl designed

preseription can solve a problem, I was very surprisecì. that

they accepted my rationale about the mourning. ft appears
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that intelligenee is not related to a family "buying" the

ratíonal-e. If it is an accurate one, "so1d" properì-y, most

people accept it regardless of their intellectual 1eve1.

(refer to selling task P. . )

Family (4)

A) The presenting proì:Iem and referral source:

The B, family consisted of mother, age 34, father,
42, Â. (fp) !3, and her brother, 16. A¡ v¡âs referred by the

Child Guidance Clinic at the onset of summer break because her

social worker was going on holiday and felt it woul-d be best

for someone to work with A. cluring that period. A. failed
the year in school. The family was seen for ten sessions

durlng three months.

B) Psyehosocíal history:

In the first session, A.'s presentation was that
of a mentally handicapped ehild. When filling out the quest-

ionnaires, she and everyone else in the family remarked on

her slovmess, bringing her to the verge of tears throughout

the interview. (In actuality, .4,. completed the questionnaire

in the same arnount of time as her 1ó year old brother. ) fne

brother and parents were both successful and articulate by

eontrast. À. has had ",help" sinee grade one when Child

Guioance Clinic first intervened. In the ]ast year, the

parents had tried to pressure A. into doing her school work
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ancl she received l-ess i.lnan 20i'" in most areas. She lied, threv,'

tantrums, and ran away fron home daiIy.

C) The structural assessment:

(1) Sveryone in the family rvas enneshed aror;ncl r,.'s

problern ancl needed to have her in a handi.cappecl status in

order to protect the marriage. There appeared to be some

marital difficul-ties rvhich I intentional-ly diC not deal with.

-,// ì'¡

.ìì

,/t

ù
I

- :,.otiier
-r'ather
IF
-¡rothe::

- 0verinvol-vei;,eut
- Conflict

"sicli" "good t'

(2) Generational boundaries v/ere in+,act in this íarniI¡.

as the parents were able to maintain control- of their childreu.

(3) The brother, v,¡ho lvas ihe "good" sonr vJã.s invested

with keeping /i. "sicl{".

D) The goals of therapy:

(1) To challenge the famil¡"s vierv of À. âs handicapped'

11
.,+

(2) -o get A. to take more responsibility for herself.

I) Strategies used:

(1) l,'o chal-lenge family's vierv of Ä. âs siciç.

a) ':lhe famil¡r interact'ìon v¡as reframed as "too help-

ful" to /,,. and consequentJ-¡r the honev¡ork taslt v¡as to be "less

helpful" to herî.

b) ilhe family vuas told that tite¡,'have a m¡rfþ that.¡\.
is not capable.
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(2) To get 
^. 

to take more responsibility for herseff.

a ) ,r'.. 's behaviour v"as reframed as "disobedient ".

b) The problern we conce.trated to v¡ork on was io *et

A. to act like a I3-year old and her parents to trea"u her

like one. Â. was given the task to give a sig;n if she wants

to be 13 or no'i.

c) In *uhe follovring sessions time was spent helping

,\. to ne€ioti ate fair ru]es f or herself . In about the sixth

sessiorl, À. was ref using to 'take responsibility f or herself .

I then pressed the pareuts to treat her l-ike a )-yeat old.:lhis

created à crisis r,¡here 4.. r,vent to the hospital and reported her

mother falsely for abuse, holever noticeable improvei-,ient toolt

place after that incident.

d) During a later session I had ,i. pre-uend to *uhror,¡

a tantrurn in oi'der *uo demonstrate her control over it. i al-so

had her schedul-e her tantrums on certain days of the week.

;¡) Sum::ar¡r 6¡ sessions:

tsy the last session, rvhich v,¡as held after tÌre secolld

v¿eelç of scirool , À. was a changed person. she was attractive ,

conf ident, happy, joliing v,¿ith her parents and taking
respollsibility in school. She brought her notebooir to shor,v rne

horv she had meticulously organized it (ir. has been diag¡osecl as

Ìravïng an "organizational disabilit¡r"). ì{er parents were allo'¡¡i:rg

her more age-appropriate activities and \,'/ere enrol-ling her: in an

acting course in order to channel her imagination.
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By the last number of sessions her parents vrerîe referring
to her as at'ì "extremely bright child.".
¡. foll-ow-up call reveals -/i. is doing rvel-r at school ancl in
her act ing coltrsê r

G) ìeport of the student's learning experience:

This famillr rvas satisfying to v¡ork rnrith because

they were all articulate, intel_ligent and had a very good

sense of humour. The major learning experience for me, be-

sides having an opportunity to emolo¡r a large range of
techniques, was bringing on a crisis. Essentially, when A.

refused to co-operate, f aligned with her parents against

her, Beneath the calm exterior I presented to them, this
created a crisis which shook me üp. r am now more prepared

for the possibility of a crisis and can better maintain rn¡r

balance when it occurs.

Family (5)

A) The presenting problem and referral source:

The Gu. famil¡¡ consists of mother, in her mid-JO,s,

and father" late 50's, both Holocaust cqupvivors. There are

four children, a sisterr âgê 28, single and living in her ov/n

apartment, ,2. son living in Ontario, but here for ihe sunmer,

and ll, r age 16, The oldest daughter is married and did not

come to sessions. The parents cal]ed the rlgenc¡; to have S.

placed in an Ageney group home, lllhey had calred the police
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on him because theY

itiall;r, I sav¿ them

altogether.

cl-aimed he tried to attack them. fn-

tvlo times a week. ','here \^Jere 9 sessjo:is

.l ) Ps¡'s¡oooeial historl,r:

The claims made against s. '//ere too numerous to

mention. The parents clained *t)'t3.: he stole from then, gavê

away their expensive articles, attacked tl.ren, s/€Ì-rt out of

control and e1,7en t.ried. to run them ovel with a clr, The

parents were weâlthy and appeared to be rigidl¡r eon+"roll ing

types who had tried a variety of treatments for S. vrith no

Suceess. Their mood was always very tense and this was otrJ-1r

heightenecl b¡,r father,s serioirs heart condj.tj.on which cau.*qed

him to grab his heart rvhen S. misbehaved in the sessj-ons.

I'lhen theilr claims were explored, j.t appearecl that there ex-

isted an incredible confusion concerning the acittal- ownelî-

ship of the a-rticl-es in question. For example, t.he parents

bought a stereo, when S. letrt j.t to a friend, the parents

called this "steaf ing" because thelr sal the stereo a.s theirs'

One of the tasks I assig-ned to the parents reinforeecl the

perceFtion that S. had no real possessions that were i¡-

disputabl], his. J askeci them to list s.'s. own possessions.

The;., complied and gave me 2. list of objects each with a

question marlt besicle it indica.ting that the ownership lryas

uncl-ear,
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C) The structual assessment¡

The parents in this famil-y were very enmeshed with
the IP. The¡r do not ]mow where they end and S. b'egins.

i!1 I¡ l',1 - nother
F father
B brother

Si sister
SIF

ict
clear boundary

T1î - overinvolvenient
--- -fåålli=?"o3if,si'gu3i8H3u

.4, classie "leaving home " s¡rndrome is demonstrated where the

other children have left home, mother and father's rel-ationship

seems to be stagnant and s. protects them by remaining a fail-
ure so that they can avoid being alone with each other.

D) The goals of therapyr

(1) To keep S, in his parents' custody and help them

overcome a erisis without resorting to outside agents of

social eontrol- (police, group home, ete.).
(2) There was an attempt to provide distanee between

S. and his parents, to rej-nforce the disengagement process

which needs to take place within the next 2 - I+ years.

Marital difficulties were apparent but I intentional-ly
díd not deal with them.

c

- -1 -4/' confl-

tt less over-
involvement
clear boundary
around the family
and other systems
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E) Strategies Used¡

(1) To keep S. in parents custod¡r and avoid using out-
side agents of social controJ ¡

a) Because I was aware of the tremendous power this
family had, I naintained a very eontrolled stance and con-

ducted very structured interviews focusing on concrete j.ssues.

The first major issue was whether or not S. was to be apnre-

hended by the Agency. Positive connotation was employed,

commenting on what "caring" parents they ãr€r I irnplied

that the5 would be neglectful if they let us have custody

and that parenis are ahvays the best people to care for theil:
child because they "care the nost". Because of their vaLue

system, this approach was very effective. Vle made ground

rules for three da¡rs aI a time and S, was kept at home. At

another crisis point, S. moved to his sister's apartment.

Sessions vrere spent focusing on concrete issues such as where

S. was going to be staying and when he would return to school.

b) Since one of the goals of therapy was to prevent

the íntroduction of outside agencies, the parents were asked

to explicitly state what boundaries S. lvouLd have to violate
in order to be thrown out of thei-r home.

(2) To provide distance between S. and parents thus
reinforcing the disengagement process t

a) A technique I frequently used was positioning,

r^rhere I exaggerated their "controlling" stance to the point

of absurdit¡r, eausing them to modify their original position.

They said he steals. I strongly suggested they shot¡ld have
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locks on all the doors until they admitted S. really isn't
that bad,

b) I stressed that the family onl,y has two short years

with him before he becomes a legal adul-t. This was done to
reinforce the disengagement process.

F) Summary of the sessions ¡

'{hen S, moved in with his sister the situation
appeared to relax. By the final session, S. was attending;

school, living at his sister's, but still in his parents'

custody, visiting home onee a week (usual.ly creating havoc

at these visits) and generally appearing more talkative.
The family mood in the last meeting was incredibly light,
where members joked with one another. I reinforced thei:r

corrrpetence by referring to their wisdom ln keeplng hls cus-

tody and coping with the situation. The final message I
gave was "schooL will be the real test", rvhich ls vague

enough to cover most situations or relapses.

They called me tlo months later to sa¡r X¡"¡ S.

is not behaving himself at the sister's and they wanted

names of special schooLs for him. Mother's reactj-on was

very different than in the past. She seemed in control and

was not over-reacting or hysterieal. l,{ost important, she

was not abdicating control b¡r calling in the police or otire::

agencies to come for S.
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G) Report of the student's learning experience:

I learnerl a great deal from this case. Jecause

they woul-d not agree to video taping I was pressecl to de-

scribe them well in order to get appropriaie supervision.

I learned that one lnust focu.s and ignore to maintain ther-

apeutic eontrol.. This family was a cesspool of problerrls ancl

withoui a focus and total contro], the therapis't v¡oulcl be

lost. This farnily provided me with the opportunity to êfl-

plor¡ positive connotation. With the technique of position-

i.g, I was reluctant to press them although when I did,

positive results were obtained. Because this family was

so coniroll-i.9, I was forced to eope with their resistance

b)' consistentl-y using paradoxi.cal techniques to avoid ovei't

povrer struggle.

FarniJ-y (6)

A) The presenting problem anri referraL source s

The Gi. family eonsists of mother in her lO's anr-i

her daughter S. (fp), age 5, who was having tenper tantrums.

I had seen the mother and father concerning their recent

seperation and mother felt S.'s behavior was rr:Iated, f
met with the parerrts twi.ce, with S. and her mother once,

and once together wi.th her parents.
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B) Psychosocial historyr

Mother and S. moved lnto mother,s house after the

seperati-on. Father haci a very explosive personality. Mother

feared s.'s tantrums were related to both father's intimi-
dating behavior and the seperation. s.'s behavior was nelv

and beeoming more frequent since the seperation occ'.red.

rt seemed that grandmother and an elderly aunt would even-

tual1y give in to s. on any issue particularly if she threat-
ened a tantrum. l'lother worlced on L?-hour shifts as a nurse

and saw herself as under grandmother's control while living
in her house,

C) The structual assessment:

The assessment was that there is a hierarchical-

confuslon with grand.mother belng ln a more powerfut position

than mother in relation to S.

G - grandmother
iü - mother
SIP

D) the goals of therapy:

(1) To restore mother's natural hierarchical position

as motirer and reinforce her feeling of competence with S.

S
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(2) The problem was situational and it was felt that

over concerîn would aggravat,e it, The goal was to make mother

aware of the situatíonal nature.

E) Strategies used¡

(1) To replace grandmother with mother as head of fanily:
a) In the session, rve explored ways in which nother

eould snare methods of coping with S. rvith her grandmothev'.

b) I supported motìrer in taking char.ge of the situa-
tion as much as possible.

(2) To make rnother aware of situational- nature of problem:

a) I predicted that when mother Inoves to her own

place it woul-d be easier for her to take corrtrol and S.'s

s¡rmptoms wouLd disappear.

ll) trlaking only one appointment which gave her the

message that S. is not deeply disturbed.

F) Summary of sessions:

In the follov¡ing session with the parents, mothe::

reported less freqttent tantrums and announced her plans to

move away from grandmother.

G ) Report of stude:rt 's learning experience I

This v¡as the only case 'I had v¡hich involved a

third generation. Seeing them once sharpened my assessment

skills and taught me that change eoul-d occur from one inter-
vention.
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Farnily (7 )

À) Tbe presenting problem and referral source!

The Tl. family eonsists of a single mother, ê.Se

50, and three daughters, age 16, 15, and 13, 3., ag,e 15,

is the IP, The mother called the Agency about 11. who is

uneontrolla.ble and throrvs temper tantrums, I am current.ly

seeing them and at time of this writing, I have seen tirem

for five interviews.

B) Psychosoeial history:

The three daughters, rvho are very close in a¿5e,

t{ere continually bickering, sharing clothes and becoming

involved in each other's fights. IVlother, who worked full-
time, tried to settle the fights, became entan¿;led in thenr

and consequentl-y vented her anger on B. tvho was often the

instigator. She f inds B. genera3-ly unco-operative and t¡o

or three times a week is embroiled in some battle with her.

C) The struetural assessment:

(1) ivlother did not occup¡r a power posi.tion in the

h ierarchy.
(2) The family was enmeshed. The girls weÌ'e overl¡r-

involved in each other and the mother overly-involved in

the ehil-dren's re lationship.

I\/]-mother
B-IP
S-s i ste r
S-sister

111 -overinvo lvene:rt

( ¡,1 B S
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(3 ) I{other was overl¡r concerned about her daughters

outbursts, fearin6ç theSt indicate a deep disturbance.

D) The goal of therapy:

(1) Nlother has to maintain distanee, gain more power

in the hierarchSr, ancl be supported in keeping controL.

(2) To disentangle mother from her children, enabling

her to leave when the children fight.
(3) Normalize B.'s behavior.

E) Strategies used 3

(1 ) To help mother gain nore power and maintain eontrol:

The problem was redefined as "mother needing spaee". I col-
luded with mother against the girls in establishing rules

which forced them to follow through on their responsibilities,
thr¡s allowing mother more uninterrupted time. This str:ategy

seemed to be the right one.

(2) To disentangle mother from her children urhen they
firrht¡¿¿b

The problematic transactions were enacted in the sessicn in
order to imply that the behavior is not uncontrollable.

(f ) To normalize B.'s behavior¡

B.'s behavior was reframed as that of a "typical teenager"

and concern was expressed over the oldest daughter who per-

Ir,i
)

S
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haps was not "normal" because she was very co-operative.

Later B.'s eonfliet with her mother was reframed as "B.

teaching her famil;r how to cope with a real teenager".

b) None of these strategies seemed particularly ef-

fective and a new tact was takeno

F) Summary of sessions:

Rather than continuall¡r being singled out as the

troublemaker, B. blended into the sibling subsystem and

mother establ ished herself as head of the family. I''{other"s

needs were asserted and validated and measures were taken

in the family to meet then. Tílother was restored to her

natural hierarchical position and therefore maintained the

distance neeessary to avoid entanglements in her chil-dren's

problems.

G) Report of the student's learning experiencer

This family became a difficult one for me and thus

f was able to l-earn a great deal. I found myself becoming

entangled in famil¡r confl-icts and probabl¡r experiencing tne

same feelings of exhaustion and frustration as mother. Be-

cause the family is a pleasant one, my defences were down

and I did not exert heavl' therapeutic control, causing me to

become eruneshedin their difficulties. The other interesting

aspeet of working with this family was the process of experi-

menting with rvhat "works". lVhen they did not seem to respond

to one line of attack, another was enforced until an effec-

tive one was discovered.
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Family (B)

Â ) The presenting problem and source of referral ¡

The Sm. family eonsists of mother, age 5j, father,
age 56, and adopted son L. (IP), age L), \,{hen the mother

cal-Ied, she was very upset, and requested placement for her

son v¿hom she felt \¡/as uneontrollable. Ât the time cf this
writing, T have seen them for five meetings and family treat-
nient has been diseontinued for reasons which will be explainect.

B ) Ps¡'ç1'to=oe ia1 history :

L. v/as expeLled from sehool because he repor*,ed

d::unk on one occassion and had missed too man¡' da)'s. äe

refuseci to attencl other schools in rvhi.ch the parents triecl

4 months ago and blamed it on his school friends. The rieenc¡r

was reluctant to apprehend the child, i{ovrever, after our

first meeting the father abused L, for misbehavior and the

Children's Aid Societ¡r became invoLved. Ât this point \¡/e

agreed to shelter L. bitt only under a TCP, a temporary con-

tract plaeemeni agreement. îhis is a co-operative arraiìgs*

nent between parents and child and can be cancelled any tine
by e j-the:: part_v where parents retain 1e6;a1 guardi.anshi.p al'rd

the Agency has temp'oralî)¡ custody.
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( C ) The structural assessment :

(1) Mother and L, colluderi against father whc wari pÉrr-

ipheral.

l:ather
Iiiother
ÏP
Col-lusion

- Conflict,

Serious marital difficulties were evident and 1,. tolci tÌ-re chil.ci

care staff of wife abuse and of his mother's desire to lea.ve.

(2) L. is metaphorieal.ly expressing his mother's ar.-

bivalent feelings towards leaving her home by his running

avray and the:r sneaking back home.

The developmental stage of this famity' (L. is

F
T\¡

L

t
-7-

L

reaching adoleseence) is particularly relevant since the

chilcl is adopted. iiecause this stage is diff icult for the

parents to adjust to, they seemed to think that they coul-cl

perha.ps return the chilrC to the r\gency which had placed hirn.

(.lCtS placed this child originally. )

(n) The goals of therapy:

The or:iginal- goals with this family were to:
(1) To keep or return L' home.

(2) To involve the parents with one another rather

than using L. to detour conflict.
, (3) to prevent collusion between mother and L. against

father.
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The goals at the time of this writing are to
invorve the parents in family treatment with another more

experienced therapist, and ultimately return L. home.

(e) Strategies used:

The strategies f used were not successfu]. The

possible reasons will be discussed in the following section.
The strategies r did use were related to keep L. at home anc

give the parents maximum eontrol of the situation. They are

recorded here.

fn the first meetirg, placing Lr wâs discouraged

as a poor solution to their problems, f implied that the¡r

could hând]e the situ.ation themselves. lvhen placement was

made, t,he TCP was chosen in order to give the parents max-

imum power and control of the situation. The finar strategy

which eventually led to a confrontation, was to allow L. to
return home for breakfast every morning. Thj-s was done for
two rêâsons: First, to render the need for L. to sneak home

obsolete and second, to give L. the feeling he is living at
home.

(F) Summary of sessions¡

fmmediately after L.'s placement, problems arose

with the parents' not following through on agreements made

with them. For example, we arranged that if L. came home
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the parents would contact us immediately. L. returned home

a number of times and the family did not report it then or

at later opportunitjes. iVe never reached a point of agree-

ing upon a therapeutic contract and father was expressing

mounting frustration. Father felt that he was not receiv-

ing what he wanted from the interviews, L. tvas not improv-

ing under our care, and theyr âS parents' were denied con-

trol of L. A confrontatíon occured after a member of "'lough

Love" (a self hetp group) was refused entry into the inter'-

views and a homework task I assigned the family lecl to a.

flare up between L. and his pa.rents. .A,mong ot,her things

the family refused further treatment but also did not want

their Son back home. The flare up occured on one of L.'S

breakfast visits. L. stole $6.00 from his mother and withirr

a fevr days the arrangement brokc down, 1,. is presently

living in the group home, attending school regularly ancl

doing well there.

(G) iìeport of the student's learning experiences

Qbviously, there were some serious errors made with

this family. This family introduced me to the inconsistencies

of the Child Welfare model and the Famil¡r Therapy approach,

(tnis is detailed in Conclusions, Chapter 7)

some of the problems resulted frorc the confusion

in the levels of hierarchy in the child welfare s-vsten and

my unfamiliarity with the systein. f ,was 
dependent on the

chil.d welfare supervisor for Agency decisions concerning the
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child, my own supervisor for clinical advice, and a psychi-
atrist who saw L. separately. Group home staff (who tend to be

chitd centered) often did not work in a way consistent vrith family

61oa1s. Because of the various types of conflicting input, it
became very difficult to maintain therapeutíc control.

The family was a difficult one because their
statements rvere generally made with no context. i,rlhen I inter-
preted rvhat tÌ're staternent meant, the family would later return
and claim a different meaning. They would complain of too much

control and too littte contact with L. v¡ithin the same intervierv.

.A.ccording to the structural/strategic model, failure is always

the therapist's responsibility rather than the resistance of the

family. .4. moï.e experienced therapist perhaps could have

addressed some of their paradoxical demands by apparently giving

them control anri appearing to move qr:iclrly while jn aetr¡ai ity
maintaining all the control and moving very slorv1y.

Deal-ing with issues of adoption, abuse and child
placement were new to me. Learning took plaee from trying

to retrace my steps to discover where I could have chosen

to use more appropriate approaches.
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CHÂPN.qF. 6 - RÐSEARCH

The student has three basic aims by including an

evaluative component to the Practicum:

(1) To gain facility in using eval-uative tooLs in
clinical work.

(2) To receive meaningful feedback concerning the ef-
fectíveness of structural/straiegic therapy and the student's

effectiveness as a therapist.
(l) To test the usefuLness of the newly developed

questionnaire, the "Structural- Family Interaction Seale"

(SlfS) as applied to this type of family therapy.

f . ]V/TLUAT IVE IJIODEI

Three methods of evaluation were empl-oyed to mea-

sure treatment outcome with the assumption that multiple

instruments supplement each other and provide greater out-

come validity. The three instuments employed were:

1. The Structural Fanily fnteraction Scal-e (Perosa, 1981)

pretest - post-test questionnaire concerning changes in

f amil¡r structure ¡

2, The elimination or reduction of the presenting problern

as an indicator of therapeutic success or fail-ure:

3, Self Report which ís based on s

a) self report of family members

b) Three-month fol-low-up procedure where families re-

port on the maintenance of improved behaviors in ceses where
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families were unabl-e to complete the pre or post-test.
The three instruments are described in terms of

their strengths and weaknesses as well as my recommendations

when necessary.

1 THE ST UCTURAT, FAiVi ILY INTERACTT ON SCi\LE

The Structural Family fnteraction Scale (SFIS)

consists of a group of 10J questions designeri to evaruate

family interaction in structural terms. sandra and Linda
Perosa (1981) developed the instrument and are now in the
process of testing its usefurness in evaluating treatment
outcome. Because the research on the questionnaire is
still in progress, the reliability and validity figures are

incomplete.

However, this evaluation tool was chosen among

a number of other toors for its adherence to structural
principles and the relatively easy-to-administer paper and.

pencil format. Other options were !

1. lioos' Scale of Family gunctioning - although far
more establ-ished than Perosa's scales, Moos' sub-scales are

not based on structural concepts. This means one wouLd have

to translate each of the concepts into structural terms v¡hich

creates threats to construct validity.
2, Fanily rnteraction Task (¡'rr) - originally designed

by Minuchin and modified by stanton. The i'rr consists of
a number of tasks which a family completes by listening to
a recording of the directions. They are video taped and a
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number of raters rate the family interactions. The rating
ítsel-f takes five hours and at the time of thj-s writing
the student had no access to a one-way mirror. This toor
is far too complex and inpractical.

3, I\ladanes' FamiJ_y äierarchy Scales this tool is
apparently very easy to admínister and quite powerful_.

unfortunatelyr the student was informed that it is unavail-
able.

The questionnaire takes an adult about a ha.lf

hour to complete and can be administered to children onI¡r

over the age of 72, The ques'lions are generally phraseC in
terms of the individual parent's rerationship to the child
anri. to eaeh other. (IP) (See Appendix 3) S.+IS is designed

to give ratiirgs in the foLlowing areas:

erlme shment, diserrgagemerrt, nno Llier ovëJ'-

protection, mother neglect, father neg-

l-ect , rigidity , f lexibil it¡', parent

conflict avoidance, mother-chil-d conflict
avoiclance , father.-chiid conf l ict avoid-

anee, parent conflict expression witnout

resolution, rnother-child conflict resol_u-

tion, father-child confliet resolution,
parent conflict resolution, parent manage-

ment, triangulartion, parent child coali-
tion, detouring.
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These concepts are devel-oped along Ivlinuchin's structural

model. of farniLy functi"oning and therefore utiÌize e.'{-

clusively structural coneepts.

A srtmmary of the rel-iabjlit¡' and val-idity of tiris
instrument indicates tha*, ¿

Rel iabil ity

Most of the primar¡r subscales other than
neglect, and the majority of the second-
ary scales, other than mothe: overprotec-
tion, parent conflict, avoidance, parent-
cÌrild conflic-', avoídance and pareÌt*,,-child
expression without resolution, have met
the alpha criterion for internal consis-
tency rel iabil-i-Ly. Figures f or test-re-
test reliability are not yet available.
(Perosa, 1981 )

t/al id i ty

Sfforts have been made to determine con-
tent and construct validity, Six family
therapists were given eonstruet defini-
tions, Qüêstionnaire items and directions
to rate the fit between the two. The over-
all interjudge reliability for the content
of items was ,950, Most proniising in terms
of construct validity is the faci that the
inter-scale correfations do fall into pa.t-
terns predieted by ilinuchin, The insirument
does appear to be tapping into eoncepts il-
luminated b¡r þis theory...Future research
will foeus on establisiring criterion vaI-
idity (Ferosa, 19B1 ).

The student's goals in using this tool were two-

fold:

1, To

2, To

test the

evaluate

SFIS's usefulness in evaluating outcome.

the student's treatment outcoÍl€.
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These tvro goals were met onLy in a minimal way.

When the student discovered this, (with her committee's

perrnission) she developed instrument iÐ, The follow-up

procedure in order to eval-uate the treatrnent outcomes of

her cases where a post-test was not talcen. 'lhe major pr"ob-

lem was in administering the questionnaires. 0f the I cases,

only I fani.lies completed a pre and post-test, and onl¡r 5

of the B cotnpleted a pre-test. The other' 3 families were

in crisis and it was not possible to administer' the pre-test,

precl-ucling a post-*r,êst. Therefore, âs far as testing the

instrument's usefulness, it is very difficult to rnake ani¡

substansive statement based on 3 families. Some commerrts

ho¡ever, rviIl be made,'based on the results of the findings

with the )mowledge that any statements are at best tentative.

The major advantage of this instrument was as a

d.iagnostic tool. It yielded a description of every farnily

member's perception of the interaciion around the IP.

Another advantage mentionerl earlier, and the major attrae-

tion for the student, was the conceptualization in struc-

tural- terms, providing the student with hints as to v¡hich

hypotheses need further investigating.

The disadvantages were nunerous. Most families

commented on the repetitiveness of the questionnaire. .,\

twel-ve-year old ehild needs some assistance in filling out

the questionnaire ancl in vocabulary comprehension.
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If the evaluative tool demanded onJ-y five or ten

minutes of people's time' more accurate resul-ts may have

been obtained. Upon meeting the family, the student also

gave them a three page face sheet to fill out for the

questionnaire, the video consent fonn to sign, the eight

page questionnaire itself, and then proceeded with an ex-

planation about the supervision and the video taping. This

whole process took almost one hour and was a hindrance to

developing the proper rapport with the family at the be-

ginning.

The final disadvantage was the use of the terrns

"mother"'and "father" in the questions. Although half of

my families were single mothers' one-thj.rd of the questions

concerned fatirersr reactions to various situations. Perosa

sent instructions for single mother families to fill out

father questions as either the real father or as mother's

serious boyfriend, In the case of a single mother with no

boyfriend, this was an unpleasant experience to have to re-

call her ex-husband's would-be reactions to situations. Tn

the case where a boyfriend exists, it was very akward eon-

sidering him a father when he is not a fathe¡', but only a

boyfriend.

, E],II\'iTN T T OI'I OR REDU CTTO}'I OF THE PRES EI\T ING PRO RT,Eitj

The student

ti.on based on Hale¡l's

ehose this me'uhod of outcome evalua-

(19?6) uerief that the elimination or
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reduction of the presenting problen expressed in behavj.oral

terms is a major indicator of therapeutie success. In mo¡^t

cases the student negotiated the therapeutic contract with

the famil.y based on what the family perceived as the major

problem, and subsequent soal-s to its elimination, fn some

cases it \^/as inappropriate to share the goals of therapy

with the family, nonetheless, goals were based on the fam-

il¡"s presenting compl"aint and were parallel with the fam-

ily's goals.

The advantage of this method is that it is clear
if sueeess is ccmpletely, partiall¡r, or not at all reaclied.

The method is unobstructive and takes no time away from the

ongoing therapeutic process. It also forces the therapist
and the famil¡r to def ine rvhat indicates success anð./or failure.

?lhe disadvantage ôf this Tnethod of eval-uation is

that it is somewhat subjective and individualized, ft is
possible that problems are defined ín a way which makes them

simple to aehieve. The skill of the therapist and the Ce-,

gree to which the probl-em has been clearly defined will af-
feet the clarity of the results. It is also possible that
the presenting problem could be el-iminated without the under-

lying structures being affected. Another problem different
in form may arise from the intact dysfunciional- structu::e

to affect the original IP or another family member. Thus,

l{aley's measure of suceess in his standard for evaluations

does not account for al-1 possibilities. .ô,lthough el-imina-

tion of the presenting problem can be an indication of
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therapeutie successr it can also represent a superficial

s¡rmptom change rather than a deeper lasting change within

the family structur€¡

)t SE],F-REPO?'

The Self-Report relates to: (a ) the family's per-

ception concerning the success of therapy and changes that,

have evolved, and (b) the follorv-up, Se1f-,ìeport is the

standard method for evaluating treatment in clinical prac-

tise. The disadvantage of this method is obviousi-y the sub-

jectivity of the findings. Seif-.r'eport is norrnall¡r trans-

mitted to the therapist alone, in rvhich ease the recording

is done b]'a biased person who has a stake in the relrort.

This ís to some extent offset by the video recordi.ng and

use of a supervisor. The eLíent's responses may not be

truthful, ìrut rather a reflection of the rel-ationship he

has rvith the therapist. The therapist is part of the thera-

peutic system and it is difficult for him to be objective.

The student offset this to sone extent, bV having her

supervisor vier,v the tapes of family interviews thus increas-

ing reliability. However, the supervisor in this model j s

thou,ght to be responsible for therapy and may also be con-

sidered in some vray to be invested in the results anci unable

to be eonrpl etely ob ject i.ve .

mhe Foll-ow-t.lp iìeport eonsists of phoning families

who did not, complete a pre and post-test anci making inquir-

ies concerninq the behavioral changes of the TP. This pl'o-
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ceclure was developed in o::der to compensate for the laclr of

post-test responses and to inrlicate the effecl;iveness of the

there:p¡,r over ti:'ne .

The advantafles of this evaluative tool are thai;

it incorporaies a f ol ìow-up for most far¡-ilies and short-

liveci changes seen at the end of therapy are scrutinized

fo:: lon5--r,erm effectiveness. It is thought that because the

student does not inqr,rire directly as to the effectiveness; of'

the apÞroacll or as to her personal effectiveness, more ho:lr¡;'i'

ã.ì-l:jiJij-r.i r';i1l- be obtaineC. It is irnpor-r,ant to note tha.t in

the structuraL/s*,rat,egie mode'l , eredit for change is give¡

to the fam|1¡r to reinforce thejr feelin,Ss of Cor,rpetence'

therefore it would r.-.e anti.thetical to ask the famil¡r dir.:c.t1l,'

about the effectiveness of the therapy or the therapist'

ifhe disadvantage of thjs tool is the obvious l-acil

of ob jee*, iv-i-t-:'. Although the s',;udent does not inclu.i:le d i -

rectl¡r aboui her personal pe::f ortnanee, the famil)t resf,onse

rnav be gu.arded aS to not reflect negati.vel-rr on the inquirer.
mhe stud.ent mav also ask 1eaclin,1 questi.ons r ccnvei' enìo-ì.i ontr,

or inter:pret liesponses whiclr are eonsj.s*,,el1t vlith her o\'{n

viev¿ of the situation, rathe,l': than an objective view.

Ànother disadvantage anri contradiction to the

structural/slrategic model , i.s the inquir-v made fro:n olrl v

one famil-v member, usually the mother. The interactjol be-

tween all famil¡l members was observed throitghout thera¡¡'

ancl each personrs perceptions v\¡ere weighed against the othe:'s
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in the systern" fn this case only one member's idea about:

the who-l-e situation is heard, which may differ from the

f P's or other famil¡r member*<' perceptions.

}lowever, t,he three methorls of evaluation are seen

to cornplement and balance each other, hopefulì¡r yielding a

somewhat consistent and accurate out,come evaluation.3

rr. OuTC0i1:- jrTl"lfIl'{GS

The findings will be presented by revierving the

resnlts of treatment on eaeh family and then compiling thern

to get an overaIl view of the fïndings.

Family (1 )

( 1 ) SFIS scores: ( See Âppendix 4)

The pre and post-test score revealed differences eÕnsistent

witit goals uf 'Lherapy. The results showed a reductiotr in er:-

meshment, mother overprotection and detouring. An increase

was sholn in mother-child (child refers to the. It) conflict
resol-ution and parent management. Surprisingly, the SIIS

shorved changed in the ex-husband's relationship witTr the

child as percejved by mother. Scores indicate a decrease

It is noi within the scope of this paper to relate car"¡sa.l.
effects of treatment outcome to therapeutic interventj.on.
The ter:m "success" in outcome is meant to indicate the
student's irnpression of ther:apeutic goa-ls being met rather
than implying that her intervention was the sole cause of
change.

3
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in father overprotection as well as parent conflict avoidance.

Perhaps mother's genera.l feeling of greater competence caused

her to perceive father's role difflerently.
(2) Eliminaiion of the presenting probl.ern:

The IF's mood had improved and he was doing better in school..

The presenting proì'rlems then were significantly reduced.

(3 ) self repor:t :

The Self-Report indicated that the presenting probLern was

el.ir,iinated and the therapist's observations conf irmed pori-

itive ehanges. Therapy with this family is considered success-

fuI.

Fami Ì¡r (?)

( 1 ) sÊTS seores t

.4. pre-test was completed, bui a post-test was no1; due to

the unplannecl termination, therefore outeome ccul-d not be

mea sure d .

(2) flinination of the presenting proÌ-,lern¡

The presenting problem was reduced signifieantl-y at the end

of therapy¡ i.€.¡ the fP was attending school whereas before-

hanci he was regularly absent. However, the therapy was not

completed and therefore did not 1ikeIy affect structural-

changes in the family. The final session where mother in-

sjst,ed on plaeing her son scared the IF into behaving, hovs-

ever, upon speakïng to the mother a number of months la.ter,

it a.ppeareC that the situation had become once again very

d iff icult .
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(3) serf-report:
(a) The Self-Report indicated that therap¡' p¿g

unsuecessful ancl not useful to the family.
(b) The folIow-up report done seven morrths after.

treatment, showed that the JP's ne6çative behavior has been

el-iminated almost completel¡r. He is attending schoot anrl

being fairly obedient to his mother. llhe mother attributes
the change in her son to the nevr guidance counselLor.

Although the presenting problem was eliminated

anC the change was sustained over time, the ther.apy was in-
complete and ca.nnot be eonsidered successful.

Farnily (3)

( 1 ) sFrs scores !

0n1y a pre-test had been completed without a protest there-
fore, outeome could not be measured.

(2) Elimination of the presenting problenu

The presenting problem which was motherrs concern over her

son's moods was significantly reduced. At the end of therapy

mother tended to view his moods as a healthy reaction rather

than a sign of dj.sturbarrcê.

(f) Self-report r

The self-Report indicated that therapy was successful and

observations by both the st'-rdeltt and supervisor eonfirrned

this" The student spoke to mother two months following

treatment and apparently the positive ehanges in th.e IP had

been maintained.
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Therapy with this fanily can be considered success-

fu1 .

namil)r (t+)

( 1 ) SFIS scores s ( See Appendix 4)

The pre-test and post-test indicated. changes which were no-t

always consistent with the goals of therapy, but did inCi-

cate some of the changes which occured. The changes in

scores were surprisingly consistent amongst the four famil-"*

members, especially considering that in the pre-test scores'

the pa::ent perceived the situation very differently than

their ehildren. Each individual family member's resltlt

will be presented seperately. fn the post-test result'

mother scored lower in mother and father overprot,eetion

and parents conflict expression without resol-ution. She

scored an increase in parents confl,ict resolution and father-

child confliet resolution, Father scored l-ower in both

paren+" confl-iet expression without resolution and father-

child conflict expression wj.thout resoLution. He scored

an increase in mother-chi.1d conflict resolution and father-

child confl-ict resolution. The brother (tre said his post-

test was inaccurate because he rushed through it) scored

an increase in mother and father overprotection and niother-

chitd conflict expression without resolution, father-child

conflict avoidance and mother-chil-d conflict resolution.
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The rF scored lower in father overprotection, father.-child
conf I ict expressicn wi+"hclut r"esolution and mother-ci,iJd con-

f l-ict resolution. She ( f p) scor-ed higher in parent conf I ict
avoidance, mother-child conflict avoidance, mother-child
eonflict expression without resorution and parerit ccnfl-ic"[
expression without resorution. She marked a very great in-
crease in father-chilci cclfiict avoidance, parents cgnf1ict
re solution and fa-uhel:-chi I d conf I ict resolut ion.

cumul-ative1y, tire scores seern to indicate arl in-r-

rovement in the father/TP reLationship and a corresponcìing

decrease in the parents' need to overprotect hrer. i'heile

seems to be some i,ndication that although father and the ri
have increaserl their ability lo resorve conf l-icts, moth-or

anrl the TP are in greater ccnfl-ict. This change ma.¡r be in-
evltable âs the IP gets cioser to t'ather. 'l'here were soìre

contradi ctory scores vrhich cannot be accountecì for and ma;.

indicate either a weakness in the test itself or a laer o!

thoi;ght on the part of the responrJent, Overal-I, the S:I:)

did indieate structural changes within the fanj-ly rvhich v¡e¡'e

consistent with goals of therap¡'.

(2) Ðl imination of the pre sent ing prr.rìrf em :

The probl-em clefined by the therapist with the falnil¡i was

the TP's inal-.ility to act her age. 3y the enC oi therap¡r

th i s was signif icantiy re duced, althoirgir there wasi a war¡ t,o

8o.
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(3) Self-report:

The self-report indicated partial improve;nents.

The student's obsc:rvation sav+ marked positive cha.nges ir

the lF and hov¡ the farnily related to her. This was confirmed

b¡' a colleagtìe who haci seelì only the f irs*, anrj last, Sessions

ancì b]'the student's supervisor. /r follow-up report ind:--

cated that improvements were increaSi"gt howeverr the¡e v"ere

oceassional relapses to the "o1d" behavior.

Therapy with this fami).y can be considered success-

ful.

nami..ìy (5)

(1 ) slrs scores:

This family did not complete a plre or post-test.

The¡r refused to have any conditjons placed upon them.

(2) Elimination of the presenting problem¡

In this case the stucient's goals for the family

vrere met, ho'',^¡ever the family had somewhat, unrealistic (in

this siudent 's view) expecTations and those were unf r-l1f i1le11.

The fainil¡i came in requesting placement for the IP. The

student's goal was to avoid placement and encourage the

famil¡' 16 cope rvith their son without the invol-vernent of

outside agencies. The far:riI)' expected the Âgency to trans-

form their son and to get him to behave respectfully and

obediently. Pl-acement was avoided. 'lhe IF moved in rvith

his síster. l{hile the parents retained custodyr the separa-

tion allowed everyone to relax, although when the IP carne
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home, conflicts with parents âÌwa¡rs arose. Because of

these conflicts, the parents felt that their goal for

their son ín therapy were not rnet.

( f) self-report:
a) The self-report indicated satisfaction with

treatment and the student's observation confirmed positive

changes in the IP and the famil)t's relationship to him'

b) lhe family cal-led the studelrt three months

after treatment, wanting to find a suitable prïvate school

for him, because the IP needed to leave his sister's res-

idence.

Although this relapse could be consiciered a fail--

ure in therapy, the student noted that the way in v¡hich the

mother dealt with the crisis $/as far different from previous

lnStances. In earlier crist¡s with the IP s)re had beeu h¡rs-

tericalr demanding and overwhelmed. fn the follow-up she

was fairly relaxed and gave the message that she was compet-

ent and in control of the sitttation. Il'lother did not eon-

sicler placement as an option. The student therefore felt

her primary goal for the family was met in that the inevit-

able tempestuous family interactions were handled within

the family unit.

Therap¡r with this farnily can be ccnsidered at

least part ially suecessf tll .
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Fanily (6 )

( 1 ) SFIS scores :

Â pre and post-test were not compl'eted as the

family r^ra.s ín erisis at the time.

(2 ) El iminat ion of the pre sent i ng prr:bl em :

The TP's tantrumsr the presenting problem, wer,3

signifieantly reduced. The student's goal for the mother'

wh ich i,,a s to restore her as hierarch j eal head of the f a'mi 1y

was also rnaintained according to the follovr-up l.epol.+u.

(3) Self-rePort:
a ) The self-report indicated that the rnother

was helped bY treatmettt.

b) The student had hoped to lower the mother's

anxiety concerning her child's problem and the mo*uher's

self-report, confirmed the achievement of the goa1. In a

foll-ol-up report five months later, mother sard that the

TP's tantrurns had not inereased in frequency fron the time

of treatment and v,rere no longer a ma jOr probl.en^. she also

claimeci that beeause of her initiative, the granrimotl"rei' anri

elderly aunt were handling the TF in a eonsistent vra)'.

Therapy was cônsidered successful' '

Family (7 )

' (1 ) SITS sccres:

a) iL,he family is continuing in treatment and t,he

post-test was administered following one of the sessions.
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b) Because the o'¿eral-J thera.peutic process vras

interrupted in orcler to administer the post-test, i*, becane

necessary to introduce an intermediaie goal . Lhe jr,terrned-

iate goal jn this family is to support mother in her rol-e as

head of the hierarch;r, while the next sta.ge of thera.py' siroul.ci

theoretically achieve the ef j n:ination of the preserrting pro'b-

l-em (i,e. improvement in the relationship of mother and tþe

TF). nhe pre a.nd post-test results were expecteci to coniirr::

these changes. îhis fanil¡r was instructed to leave questions

concerning father or parental conflict blank because he hasr

had no contact v¡ith the family for f ive l'¡ears and nother ha-e

no bolrf¡j"r',,1. 'lhis involved Over 1/3 of the questions. :le-

cauSe ScoreS were fairly consistent, the cul-mative ScoreS

will be presented. À11 family rnenlbers sa.vr a decrease in

rnôther-child conf lic L wi Lirou t re solut iol'ì " The If and tl:e

elde st daughter (v¡ho is in some conf l ict n'ith mother ) scored

an increase in mother's rigidity and a correspondi-ng decrease

in her flexibilit¡r. These results were consistent with the

student ' s observat ions . lrlother has beconie Inore rigid a+-

this stage and confl jct may be increasecl as à resul-t. Ì-iow'

ever, it is fett that this is a necessar)r stage v¡hich v¡ill

hopefully lead to resolution of the mother-child confl-ict.

(2) Slinrination of the presenting problern:

Because therapy is as )ret inconplete ' the present-

ing problem is not expected to be etiminated at tl:is poi-nt.

'rhere has been litt1e change in the presenting problem - iP's

behavior. However, as mentioned earlier' (in L S¡IS scores')
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the intermediate goal for the family has thus far been

achieve d.

(3) Self-report:

The self-report indicates that there is as yet lit-

tle change in the present.ing probl-en. iriother, however, re-

ports general success in enforcing rules and Seems to Lre nore

abl-e to assert her need for privâc¡r' The therapist's obser-

vations confirm mother's growing conf idence in her abititl''

to head the famil¡r, but she has not yet seen a significan+"

change in mother's relationship to the TI"

/it this point in time one can only speculate on

the chances for therapeutic success.

Family (B)

(x) slrs scores:

The famil)¡ wa.s in crisis and neither a pre or a

post-test was comPleted.

(2) Elimination of the presenting probfen:

a ) nhe pre sent ing problern , the bo¡r ' s truanc¡r in

school, has been resolved and attendance is now regular'

However, the dysfunctiona] family structure has not been

altered. It seems that the famil¡r's need to detour its con-

flict occurs via the A,gency rather than the child, since

their child has been removed from tÌ:eir home'
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b) From the student's viewpoint and accordinÉ:

to her goals for the family, therapy was unsuccessful.

the family came requesting placement for their son. '.'he

student's goal was to present outside intervention jn tuhe

handling of the problen, keeping the parents in charge of

the situation. The child is presently placed in a residerr-

tiar treatment home and rvirl probabr)¡ be apprehended in

the near future.
(3) self-report¡

The self-report indicates that therapy was unsu.c-

cessful.

Therapy u'ith this famil¡r can be considered unsuc-

ce ssful .

Àn overall summation shorvs that witrr five of the

eight families, treatment wäs successfuÌ. Àlthough tho prc-

senting problem was resolved with two families, their under-

lying structures were unchanged, therefore, therap¡' is con-

sidered unsuccessful. Tn one family still in treatment'

success is not yet evident, but is expected '

SITS as an eva]uative tool for measurement of

treatment outcome cannot really be jud.ged by its use in tu'o

or three families. However, because it did indicate changes

which \^rere consistent v¡ith therapeutic goals and v¡ith changes

observed by the student, there is some evidence that this

instrument warrants further investigation and experinrentation'

'lhe limitations discussed earlier require some strategies

designed to modifY them.
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rrT. EDllc.¡,-Ici\i¡,L BE TTS TO SI'I]D3¡I]'¡

Tlhe student found the evaluative aspect of ti:e

Fracticum an asset in her ctinical- development. In spite

of the difficulties encountered, it was a valuable ex-

perience to attempt to apply objective tools 1n the evalua-

tion of her work. 1'he process of evaluating a particufar

type of intervention as \\,el-I as her own performance has

increased the student's appreciation of the need for soine

meaSure of evaluation in cljnical work. Ideall¡t' however'

the evaluative tool- in famil-y therapy would be one which

is both congruent with the theoretical- approach (in this

case Structural /Strategic Family Theraplr), shorl; enough

to be administered in a non-intrusive v/a)¡, and accessible

to young children.
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cli¡.FTr ì 7 C0ì'lCLUSI0l'j

I. Ii'lT ìODUCT IOil

The Practicum afforded the student the opportun-

ity to meet her planned learning goals. she was able, by

the compleiion of the Practicum, to effectively util-ize

structural/s|rategic interventions when vrorking with farn-

ilies where the child is the presenting problem. ;'ìevievr-

ing the literature has allowed her to develop a concep+''ual-

knowl-edge base from which the model is talien and appf ig6'

Finally, the student gained experience in employing a- nuÌi.-

ber of evaluative tools in clinical- intervention and wes

given some indication of the usefulness and limitations of

these too1s. A fel comments here should be made about the

l-imitations of the modeI, as v,,e11 as its applicabif ity and

contrïbution to Social Work Practise '

II. LTJ;I1 r¡T 0 i.rs 0l T S'1.RLTC
ÌT--\fa r\L./S',li'.,'t ,J'IGTC iitoÐijìL

One of the limitations of the structural/strat'egic

model is its incompatibilit¡' v¡ix¡ mode]s which are not inter-

actional-]y based (i.e. problems def ined in terms of the inter-

action between people). Conflicts may arise v'hen the

structura11/sttate¿çic therapist attempts to appy his techni-

ques in a setting oriented toward"s individual- patholog¡'.

iL,his may occur in a hospital pslrchiatric se'tting; or in

lvife,/child abuse shelters rvhere individuals are isolatecl

and pro'tec-bed from their dysfunctional environnet'ii' The

confficis rvhich nay arise are noi necessarily a result of
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the model's inability to deal with this type of problem.

Conflicts tend to be between other therapists, the psychi-

atrist or other refevant workers. This is due to the dif-

ferent orientations in defining and deal-ing with problems

anci the subsequent ¡nisutrderstandings which rnay resuit.

]n the d'ornain of child probler,rs, the student.s

Fracticum experi-ence has heightened her av,/areness tov¿arcls

some of the inherant contradictions in the Child 
"/elíare

system. The Child ì/elfare mandate is basicall-y designed to

pro-r,ect children rvho are neglected or abused 'by their parents.

In praciise however, it is usecl as a partiaL remedy for par'-

ents v,,ho find their chitdren uncontrol-Iabl-e and unrnanageabl-e.

ohe children are then defined as needing protection because

their parents refuse to coniinue to care for and shelter them.

Thc chil-dren are then plaeerj j n a. group home lvith temporary

(or potentially permanent) cus-uody anð./ot guarclianship oí

the chitd becoming the Âgencies responsibilit¡t. The group

home staff care for the child unt.iI the parents agree to re-

sume their responsibilities. 'ilhe assumption under:1¡r1¡g this

syster,r is that the child need,s to be pro*,ected or "Saved"

from his parents, that the parents are a noxious influence

on hin, and therefore a separation is required for change

to occur. The group home staff enact the rol-e of pseudo-

parents provid.ing the nutr-tring and discipline rvhich the

child was deprived of at hone. This model is essentiall-y

individually based, with the child defined as the probiem

requiring help. The parents are considered to be in a
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separate compartment and depending on the agency's approach,

varyïng degrees of involvement with the chil-d ma)/ be pre-

scribed,

..ladanes (1981 ) dif ferentiates betr¡een dif ferent

approaches to iherap¡' b¡r counting hovr man)¡ units the thera.-

pist uses to def ine the problem, whether it is one, tvro,

three or more people, The term "family therapy" does not

necessarily indicate the child probl-ems are def ined inte¡'-

aciionall.v (as interaction betr\reen af I famil¡r members)'

.[ ps]/chodynamic famity therapist ancl a grorvth oriented-ex-

periential family therapist will probably use a one-person

focus to def ine the problerî rvhile a behavioral- family ihera-

pist v¡íll use a tr,vo-person focus. (Ìie rvho reinforces the

behavior and. the person with the problem) (p. 9) '

:','iadanes ('19S1 ) stä.tes ' "'llte issue irere is uot how

rnan)¡ people are actuall¡r involved in a problem or hov¿ man\r

people are actuaÌ1y present in the intervievrs, but hovt nan¡r

people are involved in the therapist's rvay of thinking abou.t

the problem. A famil¡r of eight can be thoughi of as eight

individuals or aS four dyads or aS a varie-r,y of triangles' "

(p. 5)

\¡/hen parents find their chitd very difficult to

rnanage and lvish to place him in a group home, the structural/

strategic model would see the child's probÌems as stetnmin¡5

from a confused hierarchy, The chitd is seen to be in an

inordínately powerful position in relatio¡ to his parenis

and the parents are probably experiencing marita] c nflicts
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which the child is metaphorical-ly expressing. Exeluding

life and death Situations, where abuse or incest are con-

sidered to be at a dangerous level, the general goal woul-d

be to reinstate hierarchical order by restoring power to

the parents. In order f or the therapist to relegate pov'rer

to the parents, he must be in control- of the therapeuiic

System. That effeciive control- has Sometimes proven to be

largely incompatible rvith the existing chitd vJelfare s;;rstem.

llhere are two issues according to the structural/

strategic mode]: the therapisi's control of the system and

the parent's control of their child are both necessary for

restoring the proper hierarchical order' The therapist's

control can be undermined by the group home staff, the in-

vorved psychiatrist and potentiatl¡r the /igency who nalr de-

fine the problem soley ln ter'¡is o-l the child, using tcchni-

ques which are inconsistant with the therapist's goals' If

the hierarchy among those dealing with the family is confused

and it is unclear who is in control, it is virtually impos-

sible for the therapist to relegate control to the parents'

Even assuming the therapist does have the neces-

sary therapeutic control, the parents recej-ve double messages

about their own power in the system. TJhile the therapis-u's

¿5oa1 is to support the parents in being competent, assuming

charge of their child, the social- systern is ]abelling them

as incompetent and irresponsible for their chil-d's well'

being. The parents' control- has been effectively removed
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from daily and long-term decisions concerning the child.

The child's visits home thus do not replicate normal- fam-

ily interaction. Because the status of the child has notv

ehanged to that of a "guest", parents may feel reluctant to

exert their authority and risk an unpleasant situation.

Parents are plaeed in the position of having to "earn" the

right to have their child back and may fee] their strict

demands may alienate the child even further. The parents'

feelings of incompetence are j-ncreased by their real reduc-

tion of poler in the situation.

.A,nother basic incompatibility stems from the change

in the child's social unit. Structural,/strategic family

therapy uses everyday shared experiences which create prob-

lems aS a base for deterrnining changes and goals. Because

the child's social unit is the residential- treatment setting

rather than the parents' home, it becomes extremely diffi-

cul-t to negotiate boundaries and improved ways of communica-

tion beiween persons who do not share a living space or (in

sone cases) have ânlr se¡Xta¡ with one another. Conducting

therapy in these situations can easily become an abstract

exercise rather than a move to action. The student observed

the ambivalent feelings in parents and child when a child

is removed from the home. Al-though aÌI are aware that the

existing situation is untenable, parents often experience

guilt for abdicating controJ of their child, and the child

generally feels rejected. The student sensed that the fam-

ilies she deal-t with wanted help and support to improve
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their situations, therefore' therapy under duress was not a

major issue. The major issue for the student was being

caught between two models of viewing child problems.

In the student's opinion the structuraL/sttategic

mod,e1 provides a superior method for handling a child rvho is

out of control and. the placement option is sometimes unfor-

tunate because it provides a convenient exit for responsibil-

ity. However, confusion and confticts arise for the struc-

tural,/strategic therapist vrhen confronted with child place-

ment and the model does not explain hov¿ to proceed in these

cases. This is a definite short-coming of the model- which

needs to be overcorûe.

The second major area which needs to be examined

is in the range of what some claim is the model's l-imited

applicabil-ity" There seeilts '19 be al1 implication that thc

structural-/strategic model is tied. to the middle-cLass' North

-A.meriean nuclear family, V[hen the modet describes famil¡'

organization in terrns of subsystems spouse I parental and

child, their implication is that there are tv¡o parents' The

power structure lvhen relating to the extended family also

has implications that the grandparents are in a lower po-

sition to the parents as depicted by the standard American

family, rather than a native or lrd. world family. iìesearch

has shov¡n that success with low-income and single-parent

families is l-olv. (see Chapter + - Outcone Research) 'fhe

question remains is there an inherant bias within the model-

which restricts its applicability to families outside the
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middle-class American nuclear family?

i,'iadanes (1981 ) cl-aims that "there are no contra-

lnciications in terms of patient selection and suitability.

The approach has been used with the whole range and all

socioeconomic cl-asses... " (p. 27)

The structural approach in fact grel out of and

was designed for poor multi-problem families (see Chapter 2). Harry

A.ponte , (tg?6) (structu:raI family therapist) calls poor

families uriderorEanJzerl and much of his work deals with

poor black and Peurto Rican families where different family

structures and values are an issue. Stanton'S (tgBZ) fam-

ilies of drug addicts were generally from a low socioecono-

mic stanrlard. i'ladanes (1981 ) is ,{rgentian and often deals

with varieties of Spanish speaking families'

Frrrma i{alsh (1952) sees the structural and the

strategic approaches as taking culture and structural- means

into account. liinuchin, she SayS, is more concerned with

the clarity of the boundaries than the composition of the

subsystems. "A parental subsystem that incLudes a granci-

parent or a parental child for example ' can function quite

well as long as lines of authority and responsibility are

clearly drawn. " (p. 13)

She also sa)¡s that the structural- approach ac-

counts for cultura] norms and gives the example of an enmeshed

family, which is typical in many ethnic societies and would

not be eonsidered pathological by this model if seen in the

context of this ethnic group. lValsh 39BZ ) describes the

strategie approach as being sensitive to these issues as weIl'
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she states that Haley observes that in Àsia and other cul-

tures the norm is that the power resides with +'he eldest

genera+,ion. However, Haley &9?6) sees that in a sj'n€ile parent

Âmerican family, it is normal that grandparents may have

moreimportantfunctionsthanintwo-parentfamilies.''lhe
crucial- matter is that whatever the arrangement, every fam-

ily must deat with the issue if organi zîng, in a hierarchy

and must establish clear rules to govern power and status

differentials. " (P. 76)

Inthestudent'sPracticumwork'4ofthegfarn-

iliesweresingleparent,andthemodeLwasappriedtoalr
of them. -he model generally worked well with the single-

parent families, however, in Family Q) ' a triadic relaticn-

shipbetweenthenotherandthelFandathirdpersonvJ¿lS

notdiscovered.Themotherhadllor¡oyfriendorparentliv-

ing in Canada and, there appeared to be no parental child

who shared her authority' The student can then conclude

on the basis of her cl-inical work that the model is applic-

able to most single parent families but there are cases to

which the model does not fit'

}ialey09?6)bringsinafinalpointv¡hichthera-

pists coul-d be aware of when working with poor families'

which is our role in the Social control of society' iìale¡r'

(tg?6) claims that governments pay therapists to keep seg-

mentsofthepopulationfrommakingtroub}e.''l,,Jhenthepoor

riot,mentalhealthclinicsproliferateintheS].umS...'
(p. tg6) He sees an ethical dilemma occuring from the de-

siretohetpthepoorandsousinggovernmentfunding'but

notwantingtobeusedbytheestablishmenttokeepthe
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peace and prevent basic social change.

In summary, the question of applicability of

structurail./strategic model has not been concl,usively re-

solved. Inherent in its design, the model- has the flexi-

bility to be applied to a large variety of cultures and

farnily structures, however, research shows lower success

rates with some of these groups. Â possible explanation

is that these groups may be the most difficul-t famities

to engage in any type of therapy, or their success rates

are lov¡ compared with the very high success rates of mid-

dle-class psychosomatie families. I'1ore research in the

f ietd is required to obtain an ans\{er.

À third limitation of the modeJ is the complex-

ity of the techniques and the problem of training thera-

pisLs. Tire par"atloxicaÌ Lecirtriclues, altirough'potentially

effective, are usually too complex for the beginning thera-

pist. Expert supervision in the area of paradoxical in-

junctions and a good conceptual understanding of the model

are required, "lhe ideal way for a student to learn this

approach is vrith live supervision, access to a one-way mir-

ror and video equipment. These facilities, although be-

coming more prevalent, are often unavailabl-e. Live Super-

vision has many advantageso but it is time consuming and

may demand more from most agencies than can be given.

Canada has very few resources for training structural,/

strategic family therapists and training centres in the

United States are costly and extremely conpetative. Be-

cause of the complexity of the techniques, proper train-
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ing is essential in mastering the structural/straÌ,egic model.

The student was very fortunate in having access

to l-ive supervision, video equipment and a supervisor who is
wel-1 versed in the field of structural./strategic therap¡r.

The live supervision enabl-ed the student to experiment with

new intervention techniques in different situations because

of the option for immediate transmission during the inter-

view itself (as opposed to retrospective analysis). Thera-

peutic eontrof was enhanced by the presence of an experien-

ced supervisor who woul-d be prepared to intervene if the

interviev,' threatened to go awry. The ongoing feedback both

during and. foltowing the session increased the student's

awareness of her own misjudgements and misinterpretations

aS well aS her strengths. ÌJse of the video equipment al-

lowcd thc atudcnt to revietn¡ her work critically ancl learn

a tremendous amount prior to consultation with the Super-

visor.
In summary, the studen+, did not suffer personally

from the scarcity of good training, but on the contrar-v"'

feels that her opportunity was a rare one.

Tvro final issues witl be discussed here with the

intention of examining some of the unique elements of the

structural/slrategic model. The first issue covers the imp-

lications of focusing on the presenting probfem. The second

deals with how much information the therapist shoul-d

ethicall-y conceal from his cl-ients.
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on the presenting Problem are that:

l.grortthandselfactualtzationarenotthepriority
2. therapy will be as brief as possible

3, focus wiII be on the problem's manifestation in the pre-

sent time frame.

The underlying assumption of this model is that

normal families have problems. (','Jalshr 7982, P, 11)' The

goal for therap)¡ therefore is not to eliminate problems or

aspire to communicate like the "idea1" family (as in the

growthorientedtherapieslikethepsychodynamicorexper-

imental approaches). Rather' the therapists' goal is to

intervene for as brief a perïod as possible to help the fam-

ily work through a stage in which they are temporarity stuck'

Becausetheproblemsareseentobemanifestedincurrent

interactj-ons, the time involved in the psychodynamic approach-

es (where one delves into the past with the intent of dis-

coveringtherootsofapost-trauma)'isunnecessaryanda

focusonthepresentismaintained'.Theusefu].nessofthis
aspectisdiscussedinthisChapter,Parilll-Contributions

to Social l¡lork Practise'

Theseconda?eadeal-swithhowmuchinformationa

therapistshou}dethical]-yconcealfromhisc]-ients.This

touches on issues of how "honest" a therapist should be'

howmuchheshou]-d'shareofhisobservationsandthedegree

to which he may "manipulate" the family' Haley Qg?6) sees

thedirectiveapproachasdeterminingifchangewilltake

place as a result of insight (as in psychod¡mamic approaches )
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or because of chan€les oecuring outside the client's aware-

ness as in directive approaches (such as structural/stra-
tegic or behavioral therapies ). The structural/strategic
model- sees information as slmonomous with boundary, coal-

ition and povrer.

' Because the therapist in this model- must maintain

therapeutic control and a clear boundary nlust be drawn be-

tween himself and the family, his role is akin to the gate-

keeper of information. The power to withhold or reveal jn-

formation determines the therapist's superior position in

the hierarchy of the family system.

The second assumption of this model is that family

members in therapy lack v¿ays of resol-ving their prob]ens

but they do not lack understanding of them. Therefore, ed-

ucat ion anð./or interpretations concerning the problem is

irrefevant and insight into the problem will- not bring about

change. If one assumes that the family already understands

the therapist is demonstrating courtesy and respect for the

family by providing them with a graceful way out of their
problem. (Flal-ey, 79?6, p, 2I3)

The third assumption of this approach is that

every therapist manl-pulates, only sone do it l-ess consciously

than others. "The pretense that sitting with a deadpan ex-

pression and responding in mono slrLfabl-es lvou]d not influ-

ence a patient's life decisions has been recognized as only

a pretense. " (natey, 19?6, Þ, 200)

This model maintains that since all- therapy is

manipulative, it is best to be aware of one's manipulation

and to consciously plan out strategies to manipulate the
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cli.ents to the desired directions and goals.

In summary, I adopt ilaley's position who sees an

overconcern for the so called "moraf" behavior and "honesty"

of the therapist anci much less concern given to whether the

therapist cured people of their problems. The acl of concealment

between therapist and client is seen as essential in defini.ng

a boundary between them and individuating them. To impose

awareness upon cl-ients and so he1-p them to discover what they

already l¡:nown and would rather not admit, is seen as disrespectfuì..

FinalÌy, Haley (19?6) sees therapists as trained experts who

shoul-d knov,¡ hovr to handle a great variety of situations

ancl siroul-d take responsibility for directing the family"

A therapist's claim that he does not know horv to resol-ve a

particular family problem shoul-d not be accepted as a r¡alid

abnegatlon of responsibtllty. As a dir.ectlvë thera.pist he

has an obligation to fulfill his stated shortcomings. (p, 227)

The student experienced some difficulty in main-

tainirrg this stance as a beginning family therapist, who in

fact did not know how to resolve many situations. lïowever,

the student sees the val-idity of what i{aley (19?6) ca1ls

"faj-r exehange". (p. 195) ,4. family who is paying for therapy

has the right to expect treatment by a competent professional-

who will take responsibility for change. It is cl-ear to the

student that the family need not be privy to the therapist's
methods and perceptions in orcler for positive changes to occur.
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Thereareanumberoffactorswhichmakestruc-
tural,/strategic family therapy compatible with the role of

the clinical- social worker. A social worker with a pre-

dominantly family caseload or one v¡ho deals mainly witir

childproblemseouldfindthismodelavaluableassetin
þer practise.

This model ad.vocates focusing on the presenting

problemwhichhastwomajorad.vantagestothesocia].worker.

One is that it gives direction for theraPy, the other is

asanindicatorofchange'Whenasocialworkerencounters
a family with many problems, the complexity of the inter-

actions and the tremendous amount of data one coul-d collect

from a single fami1y lnterview can be ovcrwhelming' 'lhe

socialworkercanfind.herselffeelinghelplessandunsure
how to proceed. îhe structural/strategic model outfines

inconcretetermshotvonecond.uctsthefirstinterviev¡
and hov,r one is to proceed in therap)¡ by focusing on the

presenting problem unti] it is solved' Because this is

the family's ostensible concern' chances of enlisting

theirco-operationareincreased'andatherapeuticcon-
tract can be made. B¡r defining the presenting problem

in concrete and. measurabre terms, the social worker has

the basis for therapeutic goals and an indicator of change '

rf there is a change in the presenting problem which is

consistentwiththetherapeuticgoals,therap¡'iscon-
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sidered to be Successful-, Hovrever, if there is no chan¿5e,

therapy can be considered unsuccessful- and the social

worker is required to retrace her steps to reviev¡ her er-

rors. To some extent, having the change in the present-

ing probl-em as an indicator for success or failure of ther-

apy can counter the common complaint l-evell-ed against

clinical social workers about the fack of an evaluative

cornponent in their work.

Ànother contribution of the structural/strategic

model is its brief and pragmatic orientation versus an

insight and historical orr€ r This model strongly advocates

that therapy be as brief as possible, usually not exceed-

ing three to six months. The focus on pragmatic issues

is an element in the time factor. In this approach, delv-

ing into earl-y clrilriirood experiences and interpretations

linking past behavior to the present are considered irrel-

evant. 'lherapy focuses instead on issues which are current-

ty in operation and pragmatically explores hov¡ to resolve

them. obviously the time involved in this model- wi]l be

far less than if one must understancl the history of each

individual as well as prob]em development, It is not un-

common for struetural,/str.ategic therapyto consist of three

or four intervievrs whereas in the psychod¡mamic approaches

this rvould be highly unlikely. For the social worker'.

the brief therapy approach al-Jows for service to a greater

number of families and greater cost effectiveness (see

outcome research findings, Chapter 4)' llhe pragmatic
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orientation which focuses on symptoms and pr.esenting probJ.em

offers social workers a way to see and apprecjate the gains
made iryhich are measured. in concrete terms rather thari abstract
ones. rnsight, according to this model- is not considered to
be an end in itsel-f. The primary goal is the achievement of
concrete solutions to currentl_y oceuring problems. Thus the
social- worker can, *itrr trte average family, establish a clear
therapeutic contract based on concrete goals which wirr be

achieved in a minimum number of sessions, probabl-y within
three months.

The other major contribution to social_ work is
the development of paradoxical- techniques for dealing with
resistant famil-ies. F'amil-ies of drug addicts, schizophrenics
and alcoholics were considered almost hopel-ess. Paradoxj.cal

methods have proven effective with a number of them.

Paradoxical techniques can be used in a variety of situations
and v¡ith a rnajority of famil-ies irr addition to extremely

resistant ones. The techniques are complex and require an

investment of time to gain mastery, however the experience is
invaluable. !/hen a social woy'ker encounters a very resistant
family, paradoiical- methôds are an asset'in the repertoire of
effective therapeutic techniques.

Finally, the contextual and interactional focus
of the strueturar/strategic model is another compatible

aspect to social work practice. rnherent in the social-

worker's role is the expectation that she intervene in
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the social environment to ef f ect change. Unlil<e à psy-

chiatrist who is usual-1y required to conduct interviev¡s

in his off ice, a sociaf worlcer has the flexibiì-ity to

vierv the problem in its context, be it the school, the

home or street. Aponte (I9?6) writes an article about

hou' one carries on a structural- interviev¡ within a school-

setting. The social- worker has acceSS to the context of

the occuring problems and if she ca.n define them in i-nter-

actional terms, her scope on the issues v¡ill be consider-

ably widened. The structural/sttategic model- is orre v¡Ìrich

is contextually based and ideal for the social worker v;ho

can intervene vuithin a variety of contexts surrounding

the problem.
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APPEI'IDrX 1 ST¡,GES OF TH3 INTT T AT, I NTÌ'RV IEW

7 The goal of the social- stage is to put the family at ease.

Therefore, they are greeted and seated as one would do v¡ith

guests in one's own home. The therapist can gather a great

deal of valuable information in this stage expressed both

verbally and non-verbally. The therapist must keep a sharp

eye to observing the family. He can note hovr the parents

organize their children as the¡r enter the therapy roon'

where family members sit in relation to each other' hov't the

parents generall-y rel-ate to their children, and the overall-

mood of the family. The therapist is forming tentative ideas

based on these observations, however, neither is ever shared

with the family. In this stage, the therapist introduces

himself, obtains everyoners name (to indicate that everyone

is invo1ved anrl important), inquires if everyone is living

at homer or other significant individuals, are present, and

finds out hov¡ the intervievr was presented to the children.

This stage may last a fevr minutes before a purposeful- shift

is made to the problem stage (i{a1e}', !9?6, P, 75-t9)

In the probls:m staær âfr inquiry about what the problem is

conve\rs to the family that the situation has changed from a

social to a therapeutic Setting where everyone must get dolrrn

to business. Before proceeding, the therapist shoul-d clari-

fy why he has asked the whole family to corne in when only

the chil_d has the problem. lie may do tiris by saying "I

have Some idea what the problem is, but I wanted to get e\¡ery-

one's opinion about it." The therapist must then decide hotv

2
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to phrase the inquiry and whom first to ask about the prob-

lem, keeping in mind what this will represent in the pov/er

hierarchy. 'lhe inquiry about the problem is best left open-

ended and general since this gives the fami ly an opportunit;r

to display their point(s) of view. Haley recommends that

the therapist address the inquir¡r either to the v¡hole group'

where the family spokesperson will generally respond firs-u,

or to the peripheral adul-t, who is usual-Iy the fathe¡ in

two parent families with child problems. -A,ddressing the

peripheral adul-t first involves him in the process and vali-

dates his position as head of the family. The therapist

should not start with the problem child since this would

only Serve to reinforce the inordinate amount of atten-

tion he receives. Great respect and concern shoul"d be a.c-

corded the famity member who has the power to bring the fam-

ily into therapy. The therapist receives êVer¡ro¡srs ver-

sion of the problem, usually getting the chil-d's perspective

The therapist will not share his conclusions based

on what he observes, but a great deal of interactional- in-

formation can be gathered. at this stage of the interviev¡.

The hopefulness of the family can be gauged by how upset

they are about the problem and by the degree of credibilit¡r

given the therapist in his attempt to help.

The first hints concerning the loca.tion of the

dysfunctional- sequence should become evident here. Ìror

example, the therapist can note the behavior of other people 
'
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particularly the problem child, when others are talking'

and if anyone is particularly proud or happy that the child

is being bl-amed. The therapist begins to conceptualize the

child problem in rel-ation to his family by listening to the

indirect messages which are the metaphorical- meaning of the

stated family opinions. Based on the assumption that the

child problem refl-ects or is a performance of the marital

problem, the therapist is careful in this stage not to ask

questions which are too specific and may limit the expres-

sion of the metaphor. In a ]ater stage a more detailed de-

finition of the problem will be sought after, however, in

this stage the farnily shoul-d be encouraged to talk v¿hil'e

the therapist ]istens for the different meanings in their

Statements.Itisunderstoodthatmanythingscannotbe
said tlir.ectly or there would not be a prohlem' 'i-he thera-

pist l-istens to each parent d.iscu.ss their child's problem

asthoughtheyweresimultaneous}yspeakingoftheirmate

anc their marriage. The mother who says her child wants

to run away may be talking about her husband v¡ho wants to

runawa}¡aswell.]]yremainingSensitivetomotivationanc

interpretations of the child's problems on both the fiteral

and metaphorical levels, the therapist can begin conceptual--

izing the dysfunction in terrns of mother, father and chil-d'

The definition can be even broader if greater space is

yielded for responses (Haley, 19?6, P' )5)'



3
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l'Jhen everyone in the family has had an opportunity to give

their perspective on the probl-em, the therapist shift to

the intera on sta eb y encouraging family members to talk

to each other about the probl-ern while he sits baek to ob-

serve. The therapist may use content from the previou-s

stage to get the mother and son discussing their different

viev¡s on the problem. He vrill probably want to involve

more people in the discussion depending on v¡hich tentative

hypothesis he is testing. He ilâV, for examPfe, ask Dad to

"he1p them get it straight", thus providing information on

hon much power father has to oppose the mother and son. If

it is appropriate, the therapist will direct the child to act

out his problem to see how family members react. This is

the stage lvhere family otgani.zation and sequences become

apparent. It is possible to observe who is overly-involved

rvith the chitd, who is on the periphery' and how set this

pattern is. The over-involved aduLt will lvant to intrude

either b), objecting to the way the other adult handl-es the

child or b¡r simply trying to take over. The more difficult

it is for the therapist to stop the intrusion' the more

rigid and d¡,sfunctional this pattern of behavior has become

(t-ialey , L9?6, p, )6-40),

In the fina_l s-tage of the initial intervievr, the desired

changes are defined and a therapeutic contract is negotiated'

¡1.s previously mentioned, the problem shoul-d be def ined in

solvabl-e terms; it should also be set up so that results can

4
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be observed, counted and measured. The specific questions

of 'hov,r often' and 'when does it come ' , ' it is expe cted ' ,

and 'rryhat sol-utions have been tried', are appropriate here.

Everyone, including the problem child, should give a cl-ear

statement of the changes they woul-d Like to see. 0n1y in

crisis situations should the therapy shift avralr from tl'rese

defined goa]s, and if possibfer the focus should be main-

tained even if a nevr situation arises. Ha1ey (t9?6) pro-

vides an example of a farnily whose concern wa.S with their

mentally handicapped daughter l'rho received the nevrs that

the father only had a fel months to live. Rather than dea'I

with the issue of death directly, the therapist focused on

hovr the vtîf e/mother was able to cope urith the daughter alone '

The therapist retained focus on the presenting problem but

achieved other rclcvant therapeutic goals as wel-] (P' 40).
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who is siding with his small daughter against

may be required to wash the sheets vrhen tlie

wets the bed. This task wilt tend to Cisen-

father and daughter or cure the bedlettirrri.

1 À father

the wife

daughter

gage the

a T-n a case in vrhich the grandmother is siding v"ith the

grandchild against the mother (an actual- case) tlre

therapist sees mother ancl her ten-year ofd daughter

together. mhe grandchild is to do something of a

minor nature that r¡,ouId irritate grandmother and the

mother is to defend her daughter against the grand-

mother. This task forces a collaboration bett',¡een

mother and daughter and helps to detach daughter from

gra.nrìmother,

3, (ln in-session task ma¡r incl-ude: ) Father and mother

may be directed to talk without including daughter;

or in a family in which everyone constantly interrupts '

a "speaker's chair" may be set and only the person

sitting in it can talk. This is intencled to shift

the pathways of communication (p' 60-6I) '
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STRUCTURAL FAMILY INTERACTION SCALIi

NAtf tÌ

Plr,':rsr.(:ir('lcì MoLlrt.r
l¡ir tlrcr
child

Fill in: Age _
Birthday

Sex
Grade

DIRECTIQNS: Below are staËemenÈs describing family interaction Patterns. For
each statement choose which of Ëhe following is most characteristic of ttrat
statement as it describes your family.

A - Very true of our family
B - More true Ehan false
C - More false than true
D - Very false

P lea se c irc le your ¿rnsbters

There is a sErong sense of loYaltY
in our family.

In our family parents rarely lose their
tempers with each other.

Father and child seem to be fighring
abouE the same thing again and again.

1

2

3

4

5

C DA

V cry
'l'ruc

l'trrc
true
than
false

B

B

Mt'rre
fa lsc
than
true

C

Vcrry
[a lse

A

A

B

B

A

A

B

B

D

D

C

C

D

D

In
do

our family mother seldom leLs a child
Èhings for himself/herself.

C

During a family argument certain members

usually can count on Ehe same personts
support against another member.

Family members have an equal say in making A

many family decisions.

Father seldom looks afËer or gives
attenti'on to a child in our familY.

Even though.parenËs have different view-
poinÈs they can talk them over without
figh t ing .

In our family a child feels it is possible
to get a rule changed by geÈtíng the help
of one parent against the other.

C

D6

7 DC

C

B

B

A

A8 D

CA9 B D
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10.

11.

People feel alone

A chlld feels it
side when parents

Father is afraicl
migtakes .

-2-

in our family.

is necessary to choose a

have a disitgr<:ernt'nt.

trr lcL ;t crlr i ld rrr;rl<t'

A

A

Very
True

More
frue
t han
false

B

More
false
than
Ërue

Very
false

D

D

B

D

D

C

C

l)

D

DCB

A

AI4

D

D

c

L2

13 üle are flexible enough to adjusË to ner',

situations ín our family.

Mother and child are careful about bring-
ing up touchy Eopics with each other in our
home.

15. When one parenË raises an issue, the other A

one Ehreatens Ëo hit or leave.

16. In our farnily father and child compromise
to settle their differences.

17. ln our family mother feels the ctrild
ttcomes secondtt.

18 Father and child won't talk over
disagreements with each other.

19. In our family mother and child just end up
yelling at each other when they Èry to
discuss issues.

ti

B

B

B

C

C

C

C

C

B

B

B

A

A

A

A

D

D

D

20. There Ís
most of

one child who gets blamed for
the problems Ín our famílY.

D

Dc

B

B

A

A

BA

A

c

C

2I. In our family disagreements beEween mother
child are settled by Ehose two without
bringing in the other members.

22. tlhen someone in our family geÈs hurt or
upset we all react.

23 I,Ihen one parent says somethlng angrily to
the other Parent, that Parent will not
argue back.

24. In our famlly father and child setËle Èheir
differences by hitting or shoving.

C

DcA B
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25. MoÈher is very careful abouE proEecting
a chíld.

28. Often father
who is síck.

Ve ry
True

A

A

More
true
Ëhan
fa lse

B

More
false
tha n
true

Very
fa lse

B

B

B

BA

c D

26. You can predict which t\"o or three people A

are going to "clash" in our family'

27. In our family parents supporÈ each other in A

making and enforcing rules.

pays no aÈtention Eo a chíld

DC

C

C

l)

D

D

D

D

29. In our family disagreements bet\"een Parents
are resolved by Ehemselves without bringing
in the oÈher members.

One parent and one child have
relatlonshlP tn our famllY.

special A

A31. There is very little concern for each
other in our familY.

C

C

C

30
B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

A

A

A

A

32. I^Jhen

make
parenrs disagree about an issue Ëhey

a child feel "caughË in the middle'r'
A

A

C

C

C DA

c

D

D33. A child frequently complains of being
babied bY father in our familY'

34

35

As a child grows
flexible enough
freedom.

older Parents are
to give hirn/her rnore

In our family mother and child rarely lose A

their temPers with each other'
D

D

D

36. Parents seem to be fighting about the same

thing again and again.

37. Father and child work ouE disagreements
r.¡ithout hurtíng each others feelings '

38. l"lother seldom looks afrer or gives
atLention to a child in our familY

39. ln our family father and child seldom

oPenlY become angrY at eadh other'

C

c

C

C

D

D
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40. When mother or child Èries to bring uP an

iosue, the other one PuÈs off dlscussing it
by saying, ttl cantt talk about it nowtt.

41. Parents avold a ftght between themselves by

blaming someone else in the family.

42. In our famlIy mother and child can Ealk over
theÍr differences and setEle them fairly'

43. When someone is hurÈing in our
oEhers feel sensitive, too.

famÍ1y the

44 In our family ParenEs seldom openly beco¡ne

angry at each other.

45. When father or child raises an Íssue, the
other one lhreatens to hit or leave'

Vcry
true

A

A

More
true
than
fa 1se

More
fa lse
than
true

746,

Very
fa lse

D

ì)

c

c

c

B

B

B

B

A

A

B

A

A

A

C

C

C

c

D

D

D

D

D

46 In our
how to

farnily mother tells a chÍld exact ly
do his/her work.

47. There are rrfavoríÈes" Ín our family'

48 Parent.s make it clear to the children
there are limits Lo how far they can bend

the ruLes.

49. Father is not there when a child needs
him.

50. In our family both parents comPromise to
settle their differences.

51. In our home a chíld gets hís or her v¡ay

by getting the help of one parent against
Ehe other.

52. I^Ie spend very lirtle time togeEher in our
fami 1y.

53. In our famtly ltts hard for a child not
to get involved in disagreements between
parents .

54. Father is very careful about protecEing a

child.

A

A

B

B

D

D

C

c

D

D

D

c

c

c

B

B

B

A

A

A

D

D

BA

A

C

c

CBA D
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55. Famlly members are flexible ín who they agree
with or síde wich in family discussions and
arBuments.

56. l^lhen moÈher or child says somethfng angrily
the other one wlll noÈ ergue back.

57. In our family parents just end up yelllng at
each other when they try to discuss issues.

58 Even though father and chíld have dlfferent
viewpoinEs they can talk Ehem over wlthout
fÍghting.

59. Mother seldom responds when a child needs
help or support.

60 FaÈher and child are careful about bringing
up touchy toplcs with each other ín our
home.

61. In our famfly ¡IrúLher and child settle theír
dífferences by hitting or shovLng.

62. One person chíefly is blamed for all our
confllc ts .

63. l"lother and child work out disagreemenEs
wiËhout hurting each others feelings.

l^le are a ttclose familytt.

ParenËs wontt talk over dÍsagreemenÈs with
each other.

When father or chíld tries to bríng uP an
issue Ehe other one puts off discussíng it
by saying, t'I canr t taLk about iÈ now".

67. A child frequently complains of being
babíed by mother in our familY.

68. Famlly members seem ro "paír offt' in the
same htay around íssues in díscussions or
fights.

Very
true

A

More
true
than
fa lse

B

B

B

B

B

B

More
false
than
t rue

r47.

Very
False

l)

D

D

C

D

D

D

C

C

C

B

A

A

DC

t\ B

BA

c

64,

6s.

66.

D

D

C

c

B

B

A

A

C

l)C

C D¡\

DCBA

DC

DCB

A

A
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69. Perents are clearly "in chargerr fn our
fami ly.

70. In our famfly father feels rhe chfld
ttcones gecondlr.

71, In our family parents can talk over
differences and settle them falrly.

72. In our famtly there 1s conslstent Bupport
between one parent end a child against
the other parenË on f.ssues.

73 In our famlly people feel rrcut offil from
each oÈher.

74. A chlld feels trapped in between when
parents ergue.

75. In our family father seldom lets a chfld
do thfngs for himself/herself.

D

D

D

D

c

c

B

B

A

D

D

D

c

c

c

B

B

B

B

A

A

A

A

Very
true

A

A

More
Èrue
than
fa 1ee

B

B

More
fa lee
than
true

c

c

148.

Very
fa lse

76.

77.

Rules are pretÈy fLexíble 1n our house. D

D

c

c

B

B

A

AIn our family mother and chlld seldom
openly become angry at each other.

78. lrÏhen one parent tries to bring up en Lssue
the other parenÈ puts off dfscussing ft by
saylng, ttltm too busy Èo Èalk nowrr.

79. In our famfly dlsagreements between father
and child are settled by those two wlthout
brlnglng 1n the other members.

80. Often mother pays no attenÈion to a chlld
who fs slck.

I81.. l{hen father or chtld says something angrlly,
the other one ¡¡111 not argue back.

82, When mother or chlld rafses an fssue, the
other one threetens to hlt or leave.

Parents avold a conflict between themselves
by glvÍng attentlon to someone else 1n
the famlly.

C DBA

DcBA

D

D

D

c

c

c

c

B

B

A

A

A

A83 o
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84. Even Lhough nnther and child have different
viewpoinEs they can talk ttrem over wíthout
figh t ing .

85. AÈ home v¡e go out of our way to consLantly
do things for each oEher.

87

88.

89.

90.

91.

92.

93.

Vcry
true

A

More
true
than
fa lse

B

More
fa lse
tha n
Ërue

749.

Very
fa lse
I

Dc

cB

B

B

A

86 Parents are careful abouË bringing up touchy A

topics with each other in our home.

In our family father and child just end up A

yellÍng at each other when they try to
discuss issues.

Mother is afraid Eo let a child ruake A

mis takes .

Itts hard to break family routíne aE home' A

In our family Parents supPorÈ each other in A

making decisions.

Father seldom responds when a child needs A

help or suPPort.

Parents work out disagreements without A

hurting each oEhers feelings'

A chiLd is able to ger more atcention or A

suPport from one parenE raEher than the
other.

In our famÍlY we lack a feeling of
togetherness .

D

D

D

DB

C

C

C

B

B

D

D

C

C

C

C

B

B

C D

D

D

D

D

t)

c

c

B

B

B

B

B

A

A

c
94.

95.

96.

I^Ihen parenÈs disagree over
try to get a child to Eake

In our familY faEher tel1s
how Èo do his/her work.

something theY
s ídes .

a child exactlY A

97 . i,le are f lexible enough to do things on the A

spur of the momenE.

98. PloÈher and child won't talk over disagree- A

ments wirh each other

c

C

D

D
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99. In our famlly parents settle theír differ-
ences by hitting or shoving.

100. In our famÍly father and child can Èalk over
differences and settle them fairly.

101. Mother is not Ehere when a chÍld needs her.

I02. In our family father and chíld rarely lose
their tempers with each other.

103. Mother and chÍld seem to be fighring about
the same thing again and again.

D

t)

C

cA

Very
Èrue

A

More
true
than
fa lse

B

B

More
fa lse
than
Èrue

Very
fa lse

D

A

A

B

B

D

D

C

c

IO4.

105 .

When parents have an argument they blante
some other family nlember.

In our family moEher and child compromise
to settle their differences.

D

D

C

CB

B

A

A

A c
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PPENDTX ( lJ) oU ST IONI'IATR E SCORES

.AI4ILY (1) SFIS (fO: Items)

MOTHER

-nmeshment

BEF ORE

1B

)isenqagemenL 10

lother
)v erp rot ect i on

ather
lverprotection

lother
legl ect

ather
eg1 ect

iqidity

lexibility

arents
onflict
voidance

other-Child
onflict
voidance

ather-Child
onflict
voidance

arents
onflict
xpression
ithout. Resolution

other-Child Con flict
xpression Without
esol,ution

ather-Child Conflict
xpression Without
esoLution

arents Con flict
esoLution

I2

I3

ll

16

I3

1.2

I4

t0

AFTTR

l6

l0

tl

I4

Ll

I4

I4

l

5 5

7

B

7

9

9

54

9

I3 I3
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MOTHER

4other-Child Conflict
ìesolution
-ather-Child Conflict
lesolution

)arent Man ag ement

-ri angul ati on

'arent-Child Coal-ition

)etouring

BTFORE

t5

t5

I2

I3

14

ll

AFTTR

I7

t5

l6

t2

73

B
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AMTLY (4)

.nmeshmenL

risengagement

lother
verprotection

ather
verprotection

arents Conflict
esolution

SFIS (105 Items)

FATHER
BEFORE AFTER

15 16

tl- I2

I4 I3

I2

I5

11

I2

l0

10

MOTHER
BETORE AFTER

t6 16

I6 T4

15 1l

l1 tl

l5 I6

I4 tl

I2 I2

I2 t1

BROTHER
BETORI AFTER

14 13

I2

BA
I2 13

lIlIB

I1 13 13

16 16 1l_

BlB

r2 20 19

13 14 13

l1 9 l0

1P

6t]9u7

other
eql ect

ather
egJ- ect

iqidity I2

fexibility l4

¿rrents
onf,lict
voidance

I2

other-Child
onflict
voidance

ll

ather-Child
onflict
voidance

l1

arents
on flict
xpÈession
ithout Resolution

11

other-Child Confllict
xpression Without
esofution l0

at.her-Child Conflict
xpression Without
esofution 12

6 71

ot,1

96

7

I4

t1

I2

15

t
,)

I2

11

l1

B

a

B

6

7l

6

1

7

912

615

7

6

71315

]O B ]B

IJ 13 18

14 10 15

r2 20 18

9

9

I4 I4 1t I4 10
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Mother-Child
Resolution

Father-Child
Resolution

Conflict
I2

Conflict
IJ

I4

15

I]

l0

t0

11

1i_ tl

10 I2

t5 15

l0 l0

l0

I3

t1

T3

I4

ll

t5 14 t0

9 512

I2 I4 15

B 17 I7

]5 12 B

12 15 16

Parent Management I7

Trianqulation 10

Parent-Child Coaf ition
10

Detourinq t0

9

9

l 6



FAMILY (])

fnmeshment

Disengagement

Motlrer
0verprotection

Father
0verprotection

Moth er
Neqlect

Father
\eglect

ìiqidity
:Lexibility

)arents
lonflict
\voi dance

lother-Child
lonflict
tvoidance

SFIS
MOTHER

BIFORE AFTER

16 t5

5

(105 Items)
ELDEST

BEFORE AFTER

19 19

YOUNGEST
BIFORE ATTER

14 15

7 55.

1P
B

I2

I2

I2

l

A
'l I

6

7

6

7

a

5 I3

7

I4

5

l
6

I2

tl

B
5

9

I4

B

t0

6 B4 B

I3 I3

I2 I4

l1 I4

I6 l5

74 t5 tB

13 16 12

6 13 14

17 I4 13

7 9 I3

99 59

ather-Child
)onflict
rvoidance

'arents
lonflict
xpression
ithout Resolutiorr

other-Child Conflict
xpression Without
esolution g

ather-Child Conflict
xpression Without
eso-Iution -
arents ConfLict
esolution
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4other-Child Con flict
ìesoLution lB
:ather-Child Con f l"ict
ìesolution *

)arent Management Il

lriangulation
)arent-Child Coalition

)etou ring

15 I2

I7 I5

L0 I2

14 IB

9 12 tt

18 71 16
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